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A B S T R A C T
The main drawbacks of some conventional expert system shells
include: (i) Declarative and procedural knowledge cannot be
freely mixed. (ii) Most data are captured interactively during
consultations. (iii) Knowledge are represented in an
unstructured way, thus knowledge becomes unmanageable when the
size of the knowledge base is increased significantly. (iv) Fuzzy
knowledge cannot be handled naturally. In this research, an
expert system shell using object oriented approach is presented.
The design of the system not only solves all the above problems,
but also allows objects to be related in an active and dynamic
way. In addition, a fuzzy database retrieval module.is built as
an interface to a database management system for obtaining data
and supporting fuzzy queries. The fuzzy query language defined
and used in the system can also be used independently as a fuzzy
enquiry tool in database applications. Moreover, fuzzy concepts
are introduced into object oriented knowledge representation
(OOKR) to model the vagueness and imprecision of human knowledge.
In order to handle the fuzzy inheritance mechanism and to model
fuzzy relations among classes, instances and attributes, some new
fuzzy concepts and operations are invented. Most of these
concepts and operations are developed from the semantic meaning
or natural human concepts rather than by an ad hoc approach.
2Abstrct
A prototype, System FX-I, has been implemented. and its power
and flexibility are demonstrated by several expert system built.
The approach adopted encourages structured knowledge, knowledge
encapsulation, and modularity for large-scale knowledge
engineering and management. It is also a realization of the






An expert system has been defined by Professor Edward
Feigenbaum as an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge
and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult
enough to require significant human expertise for their solution
(Harman,1985). The approach has been proven to be successful by
many existing expert systems such as MYCIN (Shortliffe,1975), R1
(McDermott, 1982), XCON (Kraft,1984) and PUFF (Aikins,1984).
However, there are still some drawbacks in using expert systems
to solve problems. The drawbacks mainly lie in three areas:
11 Lack of Integrative Facilities
Expert systems sometimes require data to drive their
inference mechanisms. Usually, the data are captured
interactively from users. Therefore, it is very inefficient
for an expert system to solve problems which involve a.,large
amount of data. In addition, conventional inference
mechanisms, including searching, property inheritance and
logical reasoning, are not suitable for solving numerical
problems which involve iterations and matrix manipulations.
However, this kind of problems frequently exists in decisions
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making and problems solving.
The above problems can be solved if an expert system is
allowed to integrate with a database management system and
some routines for numerical calculations. Thus, the













Expert systems, database management systems and numerical
methods (e.g. operations research) are three of the most
significant branches of computer science. Each of them is
very powerful in solving a particular type of problems. The
idea of the above integrated system is to combine the power
and techniques of an expert system, a database management
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system and numerical methods. In the above design. the DBMS
supports the required data for the expert system to perform
inference and the NMS assists the expert system to solve
problems involving numerical calculation and operations
research techniques. On the other hand, the expert system
can act as the master mind of the whole system.
Knowledge Representation
The method of knowledge representation (KR) is the way a
knowledge engineer models the facts and relationships of the
domain knowledge. In order to facilitate the integration of
external routines and a database management system, knowledge
is preferred to represent in a form such that external
routines and data in a database can be treated as primary
elements. Thus knowledge in different forms (e.g. rule,
frame, procedure, data) can be modelled in a systematic way.
However, many conventional expert systems fail to support
such kind of_knowledge representation.
Moreover, knowledge representation in many of the present
expert systems are not properly structured. Knowledge can
get out of control when the size of 'a knowledge base is
increased significantly. Therefore a structured knowledge
representation is necessary for future expert system shells.
Int rodnet ion
An object oriented approach (Krister., 1985) ic proposed for
knowledge representation in this research. It not only
allows knowledge to be modelled with mixing of frames, rules,
procedures and databases in a natural way but also provides a
structured framework for knowledge representation.
iii)Inexact Knowledge representation and reasoning
Although the above integrative approach is very powerful, it
is not natural enough to solve all the problems , since fuzzy
concepts (Chang,1983) are sometimes unavoidable both in
reasoning and decisions making. For instance, a buyer is
looking for a flat for 2 persons with expected price around
$300,000 from the database of an estate agency. The word
around and the size of the flat for 2 persons are fuzzy
concepts, so it is not reasonable to interpret them using
traditional crispy query constraints. The buyer certainly
would not want to miss a flat with size - 51m2 and price
$311,000 because of the constraint set for the size is 40m2
size 50m2 or the constraint set for the price is price
$310,000. Therefore, it is important to incorporate fuzzy
retrieval and reasoning capabilities in the above system in
order to make it more natural and powerful.
Fuzzy concepts will be introduced into the ES and the DBMS of
the above proposed preliminary architecture. Fuzzy concepts
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may exist in forms of fuzzy terms, relations, and
certainties. In the ES. fuzzy reasoning. fuzzy rules and
fuzzy frames will be introduced. In DBMS, an interface with
fuzzy retrieval capabilities will be employed, so that it can
accept queries with fuzzy conditions.
1.2 Expert System Shells
To build an expert system is to transfer domain knowledge
into a computer (Gaines,1987). Knowledge usually exists in a
form of high level concepts. Sometimes, it may be summarized and
represented in frames, rules, procedures etc.. Most of the
conventional computer languages (even high level languages), are
too primitive to model the knowledge of human beings effectively.
Thus, it is very time consuming to implement expert systems by
using computer languages such as Lisp or Pascal, since a lot of
time are spent on constructing data structures and control- flow.
The situations are even worse for developing some complicated
systems such as the one we proposed. Thus, expert system
building tools are necessary to speed up the development of
expert systems (Gevarter,1987).
An expert system shell is a tool for building expert systems.
Its structure is similar to an expert system except that the
knowledge base is empty. Usually, an expert system shell
In trod u c tc r,
contains three functional modules : a knowledge acquisition
module, an end-user interface and an inference engine. A
knowledge acquisition module is used to acquire knowledge from
knowledge engineers. An end-user interface is used to
communicate with users for consultations. The function of an
inference engine is to draw conclusions from a knowledge base.
1.3 Research Approach
In this research, a new architecture for an expert system
shell, coded name System FX-I (see also Leung,Wong 1989B), is
designed and implemented. The new structured knowledge
Representations enable the intermixing of rules and procedures in
a natural way. There is also a built-in database interface,
wMch allows fuzzy queries and extraction of data automatically
fRom a database. In addition, an object oriented approach
(Kristen,1986;Robson,1981) is used for the knowledge
Representation of the proposed system. One of the advantages of
the object oriented approach is the support of data and knowledge
abstraction (Fukunaga,1986) by inheritance property (Lynn,1987;
Strom,1986), therefore, the behaviour of objects can be defined
abstractly (i.e. systematic grouping of knowledge). It also
encourages modular approach in knowledge engineering, which
improves the efficiency of knowledge acquisition and management.
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An overview of some classical knowledge representation
methods together with a comparison with object oriented knowledge
representation are presented in chapter 2.
Another feature of the object oriented approach is
encapsulation (Alan,1986), which prevents an object from being
manipulated except via its defined operations. Thus it improves
consistence, maintainability, understandability and facilitates
easy modifications of a knowledge base. Moreover, it minimizes
interdependency among objects (Alan,1986). Therefore, knowledge
can be represented in a highly structured way. The feature of
encapsulation are closely related to the control and message
passing (Minsky,1987) of the system. The overall system
architecture, including the details of knowledge representation
and message passing, is described in chapter 3.
In order to represent inexact information in the object
Driented knowledge representation (OOKR), the integration of'
fuzzy concepts into the OOKR is also investigated. For the
integration, it is. required to develop a set of fuzzy concepts
and operations to handle the inheritance mechanism and relations
among classes, instances and attributes. Most of these concepts
and operations are developed from the semantic meaning of natural
Introduction
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these concepts and fuzzy inference mechanisms are elaborated in
Chapter 4.
The database interface not only provides a means for the
expert system to get data from a database, but also supports a
fuzzy query language for database queries. The design of the
database interface involves knowledge in two interesting research
areas, namely, ExpertDatabase system coupling (Alzobaidie,1987)
and multi-criteria decisions making (Roy,1981; Zeleny,1987). The
investigation on these areas and the design of the database
interface are discussed in Chapter 5.
The quality of the knowledge acquisition module of an expert
system shell is closely related to the efficiency of building
expert systems by using the shell. In chapter 6, a survey on
different methods of knowledge acquisition is given. In
addition, different modes of knowledge acquisition in System
FX-I, which are supported to cater for the needs of different
levels of users, are described.
In chapter 7, the user interface and the mechanism of the
explanation facilities in System FX-I are described. Some sample
expert systems built using System FX-I are given in chapter 8.
In chapter 9. the integration of rule-based and procedural
9Introduction
methods to solve optimization problems through expert-system
technology is demonstrated by building an expert system using





The method of knowledge representation (KR) is the way in
which a knowledge engineer models the facts'and relationships of
the domain knowledge and usually can be stored and processed by a
computer. Some classical KR methods, such as semantic networks,
object-attribute-value triplets, frames, and rules are commonly
used in classical expert systems. Each method has its own
advantages and disadvantages. An overview of some common KR and
comparisons with the object oriented knowledge representation
(OOKR) are presented in the following sections.
2.1 Semantic Networks
A semantic network (Quillian,1968) is composed of two tuples
(N,L). N is a set of nodes which are used to represent objects
and descriptors. An object may be a physical object or a
conceptual entity, while a descriptor provides additional
information about the object. L is a set of links used to
connect the nodes and represent the relations between them. Some
commonly used links are is-a links and has-a links. An is-a link
is used to represent the class and instance relationship.
Usually, inheritance is one of the features of an is-a link. A
Knowledge Representation
has-a link is U2sd to show that a node ho2 a certain property.
There are also definitional links for representing declarative
re 1 at ions.
2.2 Object-attribute-value triplets (O-A-V)
For O-A-V, knowledge is represented by three tuples (0,A,V).
0 is the set of objects which may be physical or conceptual
entities. A is the set of attributes which are the general
••
characteristics or properties associated with the objects. V is
the set of values specifying the natures of the attributes.
In fact, O-A-V is a special form of semantic network. The
relation between an object and an attribute is a has-a link and
the relation between an attribute and a value is an is-a link.
Objects, attributes and values of O-A-V are equivalent to nodes
in semantic network. Knowledge can be divided into a dynamic and
a static portions. The dynamic portion is the values of the
triplet. The values may be different while the static portion
(usually are facts and rules) remains unchanged for different
c°nsultations. O-A-V is more structured than semantic network.
However, when the number of objects increases, the system will




A frame is used to describe an object (Minsky,1975). It is
composed of slots used to store information associated with the
object. The functions of the slots are similar to that of the
attributes in O-A-V. However, frames differ from O-A-V in that
the slots may contain default values, pointers to other frames,
sets of rules or procedures. Frames may also be linked together
to allow for inheritance.
Ultimately, frames and O-A-V can be considered as special
cases of semantic networks. They can be viewed as portions of
semantic nets (Harman,1985). In fact, the representational power
of the three systems are exactly the same. Their differences are
in the structures and concepts of the knowledge organizations.
2.4 Rules
A rule has two parts. The first part is a premise composed
of a number of, conditions connected by logical-ands or
logical-ors. The second part is a conclusion. When the premise
of a rule is true, the conclusion of the rule will become true.
In some systems, rules may be implemented by semantic network or
O-A-V as in MYCIN (Harman,1985). Alternatively, rules may be
embedded in frames( e.g. KEE (Florentin,1987)).
13
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2.5 Object Oriented Knowledge Representation (OOKR)
Knowledge (K) in OOKR is represented by a collection of
objects. An object is an independent entity which is represented
by some data and a set of operations (methods and capabilities)
(Goldberg, 1983). Therefore an object can be used to represent a
wide variety of knowledge. Knowledge can be represented by a set
of classes, a set of instances, and a set of attributes possessed
by the classes and instances.
A class is a description of a groupof similar instance
objects (Goldberg, 1983). Each class has a unique name and a set
of attributes which define the properties of the class. A class
may be a subclass of another class. It may inherit properties
from its parent class according to the rules of inheritance.
Instance objects are members of classes and inherit all the
properties of their parent classes. Each-instance object can
also possess its own unique attributes which may be in data form
or methods. The details of the OOKR adopted in System FX-I will
further be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.6 Evaluation and Comparison.
The major advantage of semantic networks is flexibility,
since new nodes and links can be defined as required without
restriction. This flexibility also exists in object oriented
14
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knowledge representation (OOKR). By storing the names of other
objects as the attributes of an instance object in OOKR,
relations between instance objects can be established
dynamically. The power of these relationships is the same as
links in semantic network3. In fact, this construct in OOKR can
be viewed as a dynamic semantic network.. The is-a links in a
semantic network can be implemented by the relationships between
classes and subclasses, or classes and instances in OOKR. The
has-a links in a semantic network can be implemented by the
relationships between classes and attributes. Therefore OOKR has
the same power, but is much more structured than semantic
networks.
A common disadvantage in semantic networks, rules and O-A-V
representations is that they are not structured enough. Once the
number of objects or rules is increased significantly, the system
becomes difficult to be managed. It is because knowledge cannot
be modularized and the interactions among rules and objects are
too complex. When the value of an object or an attribute is
modified, it is difficult to pin-point the effects on the whole
system. Therefore. such kinds of knowledge representations are
difficult for development and maintenance, especially for a large
knowledge base. The encapsulation property and structureness of




Compared with semantic networks, rules and O-A-V, frames are
more structured. since related attributes and rules can be
grouped into frames. OOKR is quite similar to frames, and
knowledge can be arranged in a hierarchy form using classes.
However, modularity of knowledge represented in frames cannot be
clearly defined and frame representation lacks flexibility.
Moreover, knowledge represented by frames is passive and static,
while instance objects in OOKR are active and ..dynamic.




Expert systems have three components, namely. an end-user
interface, a knowledge base and an inference engine
(Gevarter,1987). An expert system shell is used to build expert
systems. The expert system shell. System FX-I, possesses four
functional components: an inference engine, an end-users
interface, a knowledge acquisition module and an environment for
domain knowledge (an empty knowledge base). System FX-I adopts
an object oriented approach for knowledge representations and
inferences. This approach is so far not commonly used in expert
system shells. The knowledge representations in System FX-I
include both declarative and procedural forms. External routines
written in other languages can also be invoked from the system as


























Fia.3-1: Overall architecture of the System FX-I
The expert system shell contains many objects. All the
external interfaces. inference and control mechanisms are
implemented by system methods in the system objects. The
inference engine is used to support the system methods for rule
inference. All system objects are grouped'in the system class




A knowledge base of an expert system built from system FX-I
is also defined by a collection of classes, objects and methods.
If a user-defined class is declared as a child of the root class,
it can inherit all the system methods. Thus each user-defined
object may be treated as an independent entity which inherits
inference capabilities from the system class ROOT.
An end-user can communicate with any object defined by the
system or knowledge engineers through the user interface. The
user interface acts as a bridge between the-objects in the system
and a user. The input of a user is translated by the user
interface into messages for invoking appropriate objects in the
system. When messages are sent to the user interface, they will
be decoded and the resulting information will be output to the
screen. The knowledge acquisition module is used to capture
domain knowledge from knowledge engineers, then transform it into
internal format and store in a knowledge base.
3.1. Objects
In System FX-I, knowledge (K) is represented by a collection
of objects. An object is an independent entity which is
represented by some data and a set of operations (methods and
capabilities) (Goldberg,1983). Therefore an object can be used
to represent a wide variety of knowledge. Knowledge can be
19
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formally represented by three tuples: K- (C,I,A), where C is a
set of classes and I is a set of instances, and A is a set of
attributes possessed by the classes and instances. C and I can
be represented by class and instance objects respectively. The
behaviour of C,A and I are restricted by the law pre-defined in
the shell. The law of the shell includes rules for inheritance,
message passing etc.
3.1.1 Classes
A class is a description of a group of similar instance
objects (Goldberg,1983). It is a mould (Pierre,1987) which
determines the behaviour of its instances. Each class has a
unique name and a set of attributes which define the properties
of the class. A class may be a subclass of another class, and
may inherit properties from its parent class according to the
rules of inheritance discussed in section 3.1.4.
Five sets of attributes may exist in a class object:
i) Name: the name of the class. It is used to reference a class
in the system.
ii) Super_class: the name of the parent of the class.
20
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iii)Class variables: a set of variables which ire shared a io
all the instances of the class. In other words, they are
global variables which are accessible by all the instances of
the class. Get and Store operations may be performed on
them.
iv) Instance variables: the set of variables possessed by each
instance of the class. These variables may be classified
into data and database data. Each instance may have
different values for the variables.
V) Class attributes: the set of methods, external methods and
rules shared by all instances of the class.
3.1.2 Instance Objects
Instance objects are members of classes. Their properties
are defined by their parent classes. Each- instance object'
Consists of three sets of attributes
Name: the name of the object, which is unique in the system.
It is used to identify the object.
ii) Class: the class which contains the object.
21
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iii)Instance Attributes: attributes belonging to the instance
object. Some operations may be performed on these
attributes. The behaviour of the object is determined by the
values of these attributes.
In general, an instance object i is defined by its class and
the values of its attributes.
i I. where I is the set of instances in the system.
v i I, attribute x with any value v is valid for i, if
val(x)- v and x are defined in class(i)
where class(i) is a function that returns the name of the
class of instance i, and val(x) is a function that returns the
value for attribute x.
3.1.3 Attributes
The property of an attribute is determined by its type and
value. The type of an attribute is defined by its class, while
the value may be defined in its class or its instance object. In




Attributes belonging to this type are used to store data
of simple types such as integer, boolean, real, and string.
Get and Store operations may be applied on these attributes.
ii) Database data
An attribute of this type corresponds to a field in a
relational database of Rdb (Digital,1985). To define this
type of attribute, a knowledge engineer has to specify the
relation name, field name and field type defined in the
database. The name of the attribute may be different from
that of the field defined in the database.
When a method is invoked to get the value of an attribute
belonging to this type, the value of the data will be drawn
automatically from the database. The details of the process
is explained in section 5.4.
,ii)Methods
This type of attribute is not for storing data, but
defining capabilities. Details are given in section 3.2.
3.1.4 Inheritance
Properties of a•class can be inherited from its parent's
23
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class. This feature enables the factorization of knowledge into
a class hierarchy (Pierre,1987). Thus, it encourages modular
design of knowledge. The system adopts the inheritance rules
similar to Smalltalk as follows (Rob,1986):
i) If class A inherits from class B, then the objects of class
A support all operations supported by that of class B.
ii) If class A inherits from class B, then class A's attributes
are a superset of class B's attributes.
Therefore, v c C (the set of all the classes), attribute x
is valid for c if either
xc class attributes(c) or
xE class_attributes(superclasses of c)
where class attributes(c)- the set of attributes of c.
3.2 Methods
Methods are a kind of attributes belonging to objects. They
are not used to store data but to represent, capabilities and are
defined in classes. Methods are not allowed to be modified
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during consultations. In System FX—I. methods are further
classified into three types, namely, rules, internal methods and
external methods.
3.2.1 Rules
Using rules to represent knowledge is very common in
classical expert systems. In System FX—I, rules are methods
••
belonging to objects. They are used to find the values of the
variable attributes. For a rule with crisp condition and
conclusion, if the CONDITION part is satisfied, the CONCLUSION
Part will determine the value of the corresponding attribute.
The logical format of a rule can be expressed as follows (refer
bo chapter 6 for the exact syntax) :
RULE if CONDITION then CONCLUSION
Tbe form of CONCLUSION is
CONCLUSION attributes is value
value may be a message or a datum of a primitive type such
integer, real, string, list .etc. If value is a message.
%
bhe method specified in the message will be invoked and the
r3ult will be assigned to the attribute. If value is a datum.
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the value will be directly assigned to the attribute. Rules
involved fuzzy concepts and the details of rule inference will be
« i m
discussed further in section 4.3.
3.2.2 Interna1 Methods
Internal methods are used to define knowledge in a procedural
form. A procedure may be written in COMMON LISP (Guy, 1984) .
The exact syntax to define an internal method is presented in
Chapter 6.
3.2.3 External Methods
External methods are, in fact, procedures that are written in
any computer language. These external procedures may be system
supplied or user defined. They can be viewed as tools used by
the objects. For example, they may be routines for Simplex
Method, linear programming, integer programming etc. Since the
epert system shell is developed on VAX computers using a VMS
°Perating system, these procedures must conform to the VAX
Procedure calling and condition handling standards
(Digital.1986B), otherwise, they cannot be linked with the expert
sYstem shell. A knowledge engineer only has to define an
26
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interface for a procedure. Once the interfaces are defined, the
methods can be used as if they were internal methods. The format
of the interfaces is defined in Chapter 6.
3.2.4 System Methods
System methods are methods defined by the system and stored
under the Root class. Therefore, each class defined directly
or indirectly as a sub-class of the Root class inherits all the
system methods. The system methods are defined in a set-up file,
which may be altered by programmers or system engineers as
required.
3.3 Controls and Message Passing
The controls of the system can be classified into two types,
which are intra-objects and inter-objects controls respectively.
Intra-objects control is regarded as the self coordination of an
object. It is governed by the capabilities (methods), of the
object. In other words, intra-objects control depends on the
domain knowledge input by a knowledge engineer, and determines
the 'micro-behaviour of the system. On the other hand,
inter-object control is to coordinate the interactions among
objects by inter-object communication. Message passing is the
only means for the communication between objects. The
27
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macro-behaviour of the system is determined by the mechanism or
message passing. Message passing is also the only means to
activate an object, therefore modularity of knowledge and
encapsulation are enhanced.
3.3.1 Message Format
The function of messages is to activate the execution of
methods in objects. A message consists of four components as
follows
i) Sender: the name of the object which sends the message. In
System FX-I, the sender need not be specified explicitly in
the message.
ii) Receiver: an item to specify the objects to which the
message is sent. Usually, it contains the name of an object
(receiver). However, sometimes the name of the receiver is
not known or cannot be specified directly or broadcasting of
messages is needed. In System FX-I, facilities are provided
to handle such cases. Firstly, the name of a receiver may be
specified indirectly by storing it in an attribute of the
sending object. Secondly, a message may be sent to the
sender itself by leaving the receiver field as a empty list.
28
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Thirdly, a message may be sent to a list of receivers.
Finally, a message may be sent (broadcast) to each instance
of a class.
iii)Selector: an item to specify which method the message is to
invoke Usually it is the name of the method
iv Arguments: parameters to be passed to the method.
3.3.2 Message Management
After a message is created by an object. it is not sent
directly to the receiver at once, but to the message manager
first. After the examination of the message, if the message is
valid and no special handling is required, the message manager
Will then redirect the message to the receiver. In other words,
all the exchanges of messages are subject to the law of the
5Ystem (Naftaly,1987). Of course, the whole process is
transparent to users.
In general, for each message, four possible actions may be
taken by the message manager. Firstly, the original message is
delivered directly to the receiver specified by the sender.
Secondly, the content and/or the receiver of the message is
modified. Modification of the receiver is used to reroute the
Overall Sv= te.u Arch 1 tectur
message to another object. For example, when the debug option of
the .system is set. a message originally sent to an object A. say.
may be rerouted to another object A2 containing methods to dump
some system information. Thirdly, the message is blocked and the
message will not be delivered to any object. This action is
usually taken under two cases. In case one. the message is
blocked because it is invalid. For instance, the receiver does
not exist or the required method cannot be found. In case two,
the message is blocked because the sender does not have
sufficient privilege to invoke a particular method in the
receiver. Lastly, the message is broadcast to all the instances
°f a class. These four situations are depicted in Figures 3-2 to
3-5.
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3.3.3 Encapsulation and Modularity-
Encapsulation is a technique which reduces interdependence
among different modules of knowledge by defining strict external
interfaces for each module (Alan,1986). A module of knowledge is
encapsulated if the other modules are restricted to access it
through the pre-defined interface only. Therefore, the
Mechanisms of message management are closely related to the
encapsulation of objects and modules. As stated in the above
Section, some messages may be blocked due to insufficient
Pnivilege to invoke a certain method of a receiver. In fact,
this mechanism is to ensure encapsulation. Usually some
Pnimitive methods such as get and store are prevented from
invoking by other objects. That means the contents of the
attributes of an instance object are accessible only by the
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object itself. Therefore, when the object is modified or eve:
the attributes are renamed, the effects on other objects will be
minimized. Thus encapsulation is achieved.
The effects of encapsulation are closely related to
modularity. With encapsulation the contents of objects are
accessible only via some specified methods. For modularity,
knowledge is separated into different modules. Each module can
°nly interact with other modules through pre-defined interfaces.
Therefore, separate specifications, designs, implementation,
besting and modifications of modules are possible. Thus
knowledge organized in such a form is much more structured.
Manageability and understandabi1ity are also greatly improved.
A module of knowledge can be an object or a group of objects,
a module is an instance object, the mechanism of message
Management has already guaranteed that access of the module must
b® done via pre-defined methods. To encapsulate a module
composed of a group of objects, the module must be arranged such
bhat all the objects in the module, except the objects
Responsible for interface, will not exchange messages with






Fig.3-6 A Knowledge module contains several objects
3.3.4 Time Stamp
In order to keep track of events for tracing and explanation
Purposes, a time stamp approach is used. For each message
generated in the system, a unique time stamp is assigned to it
based on a system time by the message manager. Initially the
3Vstem time is set to 0. When a message arrives at the message
Onager, the arrival time will be marked and then the system time
wll be increased by one. In other words, the system time is a
counter of the number of messages received by the message
Onager. When the result of the message is returned to the
sender, the return time is also marked. The difference between
the arrival time and the return time may vary, since some other
messages may be generated before the result is found. Based on
Overall System Architecture
the arrival time and the return time. a unique time stamp is
created and sent to the sender together with the value and
certainty of the result of the original message. Therefore. for
each returned value stored in an instance variable, there are a
certainty factor and a time stamp associated with it.
For example, if the arrival time is 5 and the return time is
a time stamp 'S-5-10' will be created. While creating a time
stamp, the message manager also creates a record to save all the
information about the message. The record may be retrieved with
the time stamp as the key. Besides the time stamp, the
information in the record includes the receiver, selector,
Arguments, result and an explanation list. The explanation list
contains information explaining how the result is drawn. It
includes a sentence to explain the result and the time stamps of
the subgoals. The details of the explanation facilities are
discussed in chapter 7.
In short, a time stamp has two functions :
1) Based on the time stamps of messages. the cause and
consequent relations among messages can be traced. For
i
example, if there are two messages with time stamps S-a-b and
S-c-d and the values of c and d are in between of a and b, it
can be deduced that the generation of the message with the
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time stamD S-c-d is caused directly or indirectlv bv the« • • •
message with the time stamp S-a-b. In other words, the goal
of finding the result of the message with the time stamp
S-c-d is a subgoal of finding the result of the message with
the time stamp S-a-b.
ii) With a time stamp, it is able to find the details of the
corresponding message and then trace out how the system get
the result. (See also section 7.2).
A sequential system is assumed for the above approach. For
Parallel operations using message passing, a more sophisticated
time stamping technique has to be employed.
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Fuzzy Concepts in Object Oriented Knowledge Representatioi
Since a lot of human knowledge is vague and imprecise
(Negoita.1985), an expert system should possess the capability of
approximate reasoning and knowledge representation in order to
solve problems involving inexact information. One of the most
Popular methods to deal with this problem is fuzzy logic which
can be used to handle fuzzy concepts and approximate reasoning
(2adeh,1983).
The application of fuzzy logic in rules and inferences which
%
involve fuzzy concepts has been well analysed in many articles
such as the one by Mizumoto (1982) . Moreover, some rule-based
epert system shells , such as Z-II (Leung,1988A), have been
successfully developed and have demonstrated the power of fuzzy
°gic in dealing with inexact reasoning and rule inferences.
However, using rules alone for knowledge representation is
n°t structured enough; knowledge becomes difficult to be managed
the size of a knowledge base increases. In addition, it is
difficult to introduce variables into a rule. Thus, knowledge
cnnot be easily represented in an abstracted form.
Fuzzy Concedts in OOKR
In order to overcome this problem. it is necessary to
Integrate a structured knowledge representation scheme with the
techniques o ine :act reasoning. In this chapter, the
integration of fuzzy concepts into the object oriented knowledge
representation (QQKR) of System FX-I (see chapter 2) is
presented. For the integration. a set of fuzzy concepts and
operations for handling the inheritance mechanism and relations
among classes, instances and attributes are invented. Most of
these concepts and operations are developed from the semantic
meaning of natural human concepts rather than by an ad hoc
approach.
4.1. Concepts of Fuzzy Sets (Subsets)
The mathematical concept of a classical set, which has a
clear boundary, is a collection of objects. It is suitable to
model precise information. On the other hand, the theory of
fuzzy set is developed to provide a mathematical way to model
imprecision of the real. world. A fuzzy set is a class with an
Unsharp boundary, in which the transition from membership to
nonmembership is gradual rather than abrupt (Kaufmann, 1975).
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4.1.1 Fundamental Concept
Before discussing fuzzy concepts In the OOKR. we have to
clarify several basic fuzzy concepts first.
i) Fuzzy set (subset) (Kaufmann,1975)
Let E be the universe of discourse and x be an element of
E. then a fuzzy set (subset) A of E is a set of ordinal
pairs :
where, [lA(x) is the function of degree of membership
In general, it is equivalent to
Usually, a fuzzy set is used to represent a fuzzy concept.
For example, if E is a set of mark, A may be used to
represent the concept of a good examination result. The
concept may also be represented in a diagram form as in Fig.
4-1 .
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Marks (Universe of Discourse)
Fig. 4-1 ; Concept of Good Examination Result
Fuzzy membership
For a crisp set, the membership of an element is either
true or false. However, for a fuzzy set, the membership is
accompanied with a degree in the range of [0,1], which is
denoted by the symbol e with the degree beneath it.
e.g. indicates that x is a member of A with degree 0.3.
In genera1,
• C4-2)
11 i )Inclusion (is a subset of)
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Let E be the universe of discourse, and let A and B be two
fuzzy subsets of E. A is included in B if
The above relation is denoted by
4.1.2 Some Extensions of Fuzzy Concepts
In order to model the fuzzy relations and features in the
°OKR, it is necessary to extend the above concepts. These




where, f is a continuous function.
The semantic meaning of this axiom is illustrated in the
f°llowing example. Suppose the possibility of the size of a
bubble formed in the air is modelled by a fuzzy set D. and since
bhe size of a bubble can be represented by its radius (r)
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surface area 2n r2 or volume (231 r3. The interpretation of the
fuzzy model should be independent of the ways of representation




4.1.2.2 Fuzzy Membership Denoted by a Fuzzy Set
Usually, a degree of membership is represented by a real
number in the range of [0,1]. However, a real number cannot
Represent the fuzziness of a degree of membership, which is
sometimes necessary and unavoidable in the OOKR. For example, if
want to model an object i to be an element of a fuzzy set A
with degree of membership around 0.7, it is necessary to use a
fuzzy set to represent the fuzziness (around) of the degree. It
mey be represented as follows :
where F denotes the fuzzy degree of membership of element i
longing to set A
In general F may be expressed as
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the set of all the degrees of membership
which is a fuzzy set used to represent the concept of the
fuzziness for a degree of membership. It means that
with possibility of (4-4)
In addition, the concept of fuzzy degree of membership can
also be applied to describe how a set is included in another set.
The details are discussed in the next subsection.
41.2.3 Inclusion Denoted by Fuzzy Degree of Membership
From the definition of inclusion in section 4.1.1.iii, one
cannot deduce how a fuzzy set is included in another fuzzy set,
1•e• it cannot show the relationship between a subset and its
superset. In order to make an inclusion more informative, a
fuzzy relationship can be assigned to it. Suppose a set A is
included in B, such that an element of A is an element of B with
degree d with possibi 1 ity fj,D(d),
the relation may be expressed as follows :
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where
the set of all degree of membership








From the above results, some properties of the fuzzy degree
°f membership denoting fuzzy inclusion can be concluded :
D is in fact a fuzzy set modifier (hereafter we may use the
term fuzzy set modifier to refer to a fuzzy degree of
membership). Its effect is similar to that of some natural
language terms (modifiers) such as very, quite which may
be defined by some simple functions, say. square or square
root, etc.. Obviously, it is much more flexible to define
the modifier by using a fuzzy set function than using a
simple function.
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ii) Another property of using a fuzzy set modifier to define a
fuzzy subset is that the resulting fuzzy subset is a proper
subset of the original set if and only if the modifier is
strictly less than the identity function :
i.e. I(d) - d
As shown in Fig. 4-2, the straight line 1(d) is the identity
function. The fuzzy subset defined by 1(d) is identical to
the original fuzzy set. The curve A. which is less than the
identity function, defines a fuzzy set which is included in
the original set (i.e. A is a proper subset). The curve B,
which is larger than the identity function, defines a fuzzy





Fig. 4-2 ; Fuzzv Modifier
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This property provides another way to interpret the meaning
of an element belonging to a set with a fuzzy degree of
membership. For example, the statement John is a very good
student may be interpreted by the definition (4-4) as :
John with possibility
John
where A is the set of good students
and is the fuzzy degree of membership of John belonging to A
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However, usually a person Interprets the above statement as :
John
where,
A' is the set of very good students
and is the modifier VERY (see part (i) above)













Fia. 4-3 : Interpretation of Fuzzy Belonging
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Nevertheless, these two interpretations are proved to be the
same as shown above. Thu3 class-instance inheritance can be
treated in the same way as class-class inheritance
mathematically.
iv) Information of pattern matching between the original fuzzy
set B and the fuzzy subset A can be deduced from the fuzzy
set modifier D, where
The two indicators possibility3 and necessity
(Cayrol,1982) can be derived from the fuzzy set modifier as••
follows.
Suppose the fuzzy set A is included in B with fuzzy set
modifier D. DD is the universe of discourse of D and E is
the universe of discourse of A and B.
By definition, possibility (Cayrol,1982) is
where
The definition of possibility defined by Cayrol for calculating similarity
ls different from that usually used in this thesis.
Fuzzv Concents in OQKR
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Since P(AIB) and N(AIB) can be deduced from D, hence S(A!B)
can also be deduced from D, a fuzzy set modifier.
•2 Types of Fuzzy Relations in System FX-I Using OOKR
Most of the relations in the OOKR in FX-I, such as the
Elation between a class and its superclasses and the relation
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between an instance and its parent class, are, in fact, defined
as relations between sets and subsets and relations between
elements and sets respectively. Thus, the theories presented in
the previous sections are used to model the features of the OOKR.
The relations in the OOKR can be categorized into static and
dynamic relations. Fuzzy certainties may also exist in some of
the static relations.
42.1 Static Relations
The static relations in the OOKR are similar to that of a
fame-based system. Static relations can further be classified
into the following four types :
• »
The relation between a class and a subclass (is-a relation)
This relation is used to represent that a class is a subset
of the other class. The fuzziness of this relation depends
on the fuzziness of both the class and its subclass. Suppose
a class C2 is a subclass of a class CI, the possible
relations may be categorized into the following four cases
according to the fuzziness of CI and C2.
case 1 : Both CI and C2 are crisp (non-fuzzy)
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Vinstance i e C2 , then i e CI
This relation is crisp.
case 2 : CI is crisp and C2 is fuzzy
Vinstance i e C2 with degree of membership F 0
then i e C 1 .
This relation is crisp.
case 3 : CI is fuzzy and C2 is crisp
This relation is used to model that all the element in
C2 is a full member of CI
i.e. ,Vi e C2, then ,t e C 1
where 1(d) is the identity function.
This relation is also crisp.
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This relation is fuzzy.
For cases 1.2 and 3 the relations are crisp. Thus. C2
inherits all the behaviours defined in CI. For case 4, the
relations are fuzzy and can be defined by a fuzzy set D.
Thus, the extent of the behaviour of C2 inherited from its
superclass CI is proportional to the similarity between C2
and CI. This information can be obtained from D by formulae
•»
(4-5) to (4-7).
ii) The relation between a class and an instance (is-a relation)
This relation is used to represent that an instance is a
member of a class. If the class is crisp, the relation is
crisp. If the class is fuzzy, the relation is fuzzy and this
fuzzy relation can be modelled by the fuzzy degree of
membership.
• . .
1ii)The relation between a class and an attribute (has-a
relation)
This relation is between a class and its attributes. This
relation is crisp no matter whether the class is crisp or
not. However, the value of an attribute stored in an
Instance or a class may be fuzzy and have a certainty
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iv) The relation between an Instance and an attribute
Three types of attributes, namely, rules, class variables and
instance variables may be possessed by an instance. The
possession of these attributes are inherited from its parent
class. This relation is crisp. The value and certainty of
an instance variable are defined in the instance object to
which the variable belongs. They are independent of the
parent class of the instance object. On the other hand, the
value of a class variable or a rule is inherited from the
parent class of an instance object. However, their
certainties are determined by the inheritance mechanism. This
mechanism is explained below.
As stated above, the certainty of the property of an instance
object inherited from its superclass is assumed to be
proportional to the extent of the possibility of the instance
object matched with the pattern of its superclass. Taking
also the certainty of a class variable or rule defined in a
superclass into consideration, the certainty of the
attribute's value of an instance (I) inherited from its
superclass (B) can be calculated as follows :
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Fn - Fnl Fn2
Fnl : S(IIB) if the relation is fuzzy (see 4-7)
1.0 if relation is crisp
Fn2 : certainty defined in the superclass
: fuzzy number multiplication
The above calculation has not taken the certainty of the
relation between I and B into account. If the certainty of
this relation is not equal to {1.01.0}, Fn should be
••
multiplied by the certainty factor of the relation.
4.2.2 Fuzzy Certainty Exists in Static Relation
Fuzzy certainty may be associated with static relations.
These static relations include class-class relations,
class-instance relations and some of the instance-attribute
r®lations (rules and class variables). A fuzzy certainty is a
fuzzy number which is a real-number fuzzy set that is both convex
and normal (Leung.1988A). It reflects to what extent a relation
%
ls true. For example, the statement Most of the research
students are clever can be model as Research students are
clever with certainty factor Fn , where Fnis a fuzzy number to
odel the fuzzy concept of the term most.
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The effects of fuzzy certainty on the above relations can be
classified into two cases :
i) class-class and class-instance relations
The certainty factors associated with these relations affects
the certainty of the behaviour inherited from a superclass.
Suppose the certainty factor of a relation is Fn, then all
the certainty of the behaviour inherited from a superclass
will be multiplied by Fn.
ii) Instance-attribute (rule and class variables)
The certainty factors of rules and class variables inherited
from a superclass are determined by the inheritance mechanism
as explained above. The certainty of these attributes may be
propagated in the inference process. They may affect the
certainty of the result which are deduced by using these
attributes as rule or facts. The details are further
discussed in section 4.3.
4-2.3 Dynamic Relation
Dynamic relations existed in the OOKR of System FX-I are
deferred to the relations among instances These relations are
dynamic and may be modified during consultations. This kind of
relations may further be classified into two types.
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i) Two instances may be related by the value of an attribute in
one of the two instances. For example, if Mary is a friend
of John, this relation may be represented by assigning the
name of Mary and the degree of friendship in the
friend-attribute of John. The fuzziness of this type of
relation depends on the definition given by a knowledge
engineer.
i i 1 Instances may be related by defining a relation class. Two
of the attributes of the instance in the relation class must
••
be used to store the names of the entities to be related. As
in the above example, a friend class may be defined and an
instance with John and Mary's names stored as two of its
attributes can be created. The fuzziness of this type of
relation is the same as those defined in (ii) of static
relation.
4.3 Basic Queries
After modelling a piece of knowledge by the OOKR, one can ask
the system some questions. The system will try to answer the
Questions by drawing conclusion based on the knowledge defined in
the OOKR. In fact, a question is a series of basic queries,
nong these basic queries, is-a query is the most important one.
not only answers whether an instance or a class is an element
rnnmnt c n 001P• r » ui i u w «. w tl w w_ « » » •
or a subclass of the other class, but also provides information
to show how the two objects are related. This information is
necessary, for some other basic query, to deduce to what extent
an instance or a class inherits the behaviour defined in its
superclass. The details of these basic query are discussed in
the following subsections.
4.3.1 Is-a Queries
The query, is-a(A,B), is used to find out whether an instance
••
(A) belongs to a class (B) or whether a class (A) is a subclass
°f the other class (B). The answer of this query is boolean if
the relation is crisp, otherwise, a fuzzy set is returned. In
Edition a fuzzy certainty factor is also associated with the
value.
The result of the query can be obtained by performing the
fol lowing function recursively.
fiction is-a (A, £
b®gin
if A - B then is-a — 1(d); {identity]-
with certainty ~ CI-01.05
1 t A ~ o o + +Knn i r - X 1 - rv T Vi '•- t H H A t» n -.vrn 1• 1 I WU W Wit — I I A- wk , I Wk A -I U W wV M -.i I • » w k mJ I • U p ilt U t I w J
B is the parent ot A 1
then is-a — relation between A and
with certainty = certainty ot the relation
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else is-a — transitive (relation between A and parent of A,
is-a(parent of A, B))
with certainty - Fnl Fn2
fwhere Fnl = certainty of relation between A and its parent,
Fn2 - certainty of is-a (parent of A, B)
: fuzzy number multiplication
end;
The relation between two classes has been classified in
section 4.2.2 into four cases. Three of them are crisp and one
is fuzzy. The function transitive is used to deduce the relation
between two classes transitively. For example, if A is related
bo B and B is related to C, the function transitive is to find
bow A is related to C. There are four cases for transitive
rdations, and they are depicted in Fig. 4-4.
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Z z Z Z
c F C F2
Y C Y F Y C Y F3
C C F F1
X X X X
C : Crisp Relation
F ! Fuzzy Relation
X : Class or Instance
X.Z : Classes
Flo 4-4. Transitive Relations of claasea
In the following four cases, the notation Rxv is used to
denote the relation between the classes X and Y. If X is a
subset of Y and the relation is crisp. RXy ™ C. If X is a subset
Y and the relation is fuzzy, Rxy ~ F (a fuzzy degree of
Membership).
Cd3« 1 : Rxy C, RYZ C
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4.3.2 Value Queries
A value query is used to find the value of an attribute of an
instance. Two values will be returned by this query. The first
one is the value of the attribute and the other one is the
certainty of the value. The value of an attribute may be
obtained in four ways :
a) Retrieve directly from an object instance
If the value of an attribute is store in an instance object,
the value and the certainty are obtained directly from the
corresponding slots (attribute) of the instance.
b) Obtain from a class variable
If an attribute of an instance is a class variable, its value
is stored in one of the superclasses of the instance. If the
relation between the superclasses (C) and the instance (I) is
crisp, the value and certainty of the class variable are
directly retrieved. If the relation is fuzzy, the value is
directly retrieved, but, the certainty is is-a(I,C) CF (see
section 4.3.1 for the definition of is-a), where CF is the
fuzzy certainty of the value specified in the superclass. If
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the certainty of the relation between the class and the
.instance is not {1.01.0}, the certainty obtained should also
be multiplied by the certainty of the relation.
c) Inference by rules
The value and the certainty are determined by the mechanism
of rule inference. The certainty depends on the certainty of
the rules and the related facts. Since a rule is in fact a
kind of class variable, its certainty is obtained in the same
way as that of class variables. The mechanism of rule
inference will further be explained in section 4.4.
Retrieve from a database
A database is used to supplement the storage of data for the
system. In addition, it provides another means for data
management. The property of the data stored in a database is
the same as the data stored in an instance. However, the
certainty of the value are assumed to be {1.01.0}.
•4. Rule Inference
If there is a query on the value of an attribute, the system
11 first try to retrieve the value from the corresponding
instance. If the value is undefined in the instance, the system
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will then try to find whether the value is defined in the
superclasses of the instance as class variable. However, if the
above two ways fail, the process for rule inference will be
invoked in an attempt to deduce the value from rules.
The process of rule inference follows the following steps :
i) The class and superclasses of the instance are searched to
find whether there are corresponding rules defined. If this
step fails; it means no corresponding rule is found, the
following steps will not be performed.
ii) The class or superclass containing the required rule is
identified. The relation between the superclass and the
instance will then be determined by an is-a query as
described in section 4.3.1. At last, the certainty of the
rule for the instance is calculated according to the
mechanism of inheritance.
11i)Rule deduction is performed to find the values and
certainties of the instance variables. In System FX-I, the
methods of rule deduction can be classified into several
types according to the fuzziness of the antecedent and
conclusion of a rule. The inference process of these several
types of rules are discussed in the following subsections.
62
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4.4.1 Crisp Antecedent
A crisp antecedent is composed of a number of primitive
conditions nested together with logical-and and/or logical-or as
operators. Since the result of each primitive condition is a
boolean value, the value of the antecedent can be deduced using
conventional boolean arithmetic. If the value is TRUE, the
result of the rule-deduction is determined by the conclusion
part. If the value is FALSE, no conclusion can be drawn.
The certainty of the result deduced from a rule is calculated
by multiplying (fuzzy number multiplication) the certainty of
the rule to the minimum of the certainty of the facts which
contribute to the TRUE value of the antecedent.
4.4.2 Fuzzy Antecedent and Fuzzy Conclusion
A rule belonging to this class is first decomposed into a set
of rules with single antecedent. Each rule is then evaluated
separately. Lastly. the results are combined in the way as
Proposed by Whalen and Schott (1982). The process of the rule
decompcomposition and result combination are described in section
4.4.4.
For a rule with single-antecedent, the R.Q method proposed by
Mlumoto. Fukami, Tanaka (1979 1982) is used for the evaluation.
SLIPPose there is a rule and a fact:







whore A : antecedent object
C : conclusion object
FN! : Fuzzy number denoting the uncertainty ot the rule
FNa : Fuzzy number denoting the uncertainty oF the Fact
Fn3 : Fuzzy number denoting the uncertainty of the conclusion
',Va' : values
In the inference process, a fuzzy relation R based on the ROCT
approach (Mizumoto,1979; Mizumoto,1982) is formed using the
values of Va. and V2. The method for forming the fuzzy relation
are described in Appendix II. The result V2' in the conclusion
is obtained by applying a fuzzy composition operation (Appendix
il) on Vi' and R. (Mizumoto, 1979) i.e.
The fuzzy certainty FN3 of the conclusion is obtained by :
4.4.3 Fuzzy Antecedent and Crisp Conclusion
A rule belonging to this type is first decomposed into a set
°f rules with single antecedent as in the above example. Each
rdle is then evaluated based on the similarity (Cayrol,1982) of
-he fuzzy sets representing the facts and the antecedent as in
2~-II (Leung. 1988A) .
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Consider the rule in the above case. if A is fuzzy and C is
crisp, Va' in the conclusion is equal to V2. However, the fuzzy
certainty FN3 is obtained by fuzzy multiplication of FNi. FNa and
the similarity, M, between Vx and Vx ' . i.e.
The algorithm for calculating the similarity is presented in
Appendix II.
4.4.4 Rules with Multiple Antecedent
Two basic algorithms are used to decompose rules and combine
their results (Whalen,1982) :
i) Suppose a rule is in the form :
If A and A2 then C is V
where A, and A2 are antecedents





If the antecedent of a decomposed rule contains a simple
condition, the rule is evaluated according to its type.
Otherwise, the rule will further be decomposed recursively.
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The conclusion C is obtained by taking fuzzy union (see
Appendix II) on the results of the decomposed rules. The
certainty of the value deduced from it is calculated by
taking the minimum of the certainty of the facts and then
multiplying (fuzzy number multiplication) the minimum by the
certainty of the rule.
ii) Suppose a rule is in the form :
It Ai or then C is V
where x and A2 are antecedents
It will be decomposed into two rules as follows:
It Ai then C is i)
TX A r n ~ II
x • rl2 hi ci 1 o x z v
Similarly, if the antecedent of a decomposed rule contains a
simple condition, the rule is evaluated according to its
type. Otherwise, the rule will further be decomposed
recursively. However, the conclusion C is obtained by taking
fuzzy intersection (see Appendix II) on the result of the
decomposed rules. The certainty of the value deduced from it
is calculated by taking the maximum of the certainty of the
facts and then multiplying (fuzzy number multiplication) the
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maximum bv the certaintv of the rule. Based on this method.«• «»
rules with antecedents mixing of both fuzzy and non-fuzzy
conditions can also be solved.
Database and Fuzzy Queries
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Database and Fuzzy Queries in System FX-I
(See also Leung,Wong,1989A)
There is a school of thought that expert systems and Database
Management Systems (DBMS) should serve and enhance each other's
capabilities. (Alzobaidie,1987) There are three main types of
integrations of expert systems and DBMS, namely, intelligent
databases, enhanced expert systems and expertdatabase systems
with communications. They vary in the degrees of coupling and
the allocations of the controls of the integrated systems. In
Retrieving data from a database intelligently, very often it
involves choosing data according to certain criteria and faces
the same problems as multicriteria decision making. In general,
a query may be reduced to a decision problem of selecting the
test, ranking all valid answers or selecting a subset of
alternatives. Techniques such as utility theory, conflict
Resolution, outranking method and interactive method can be
eiployed for solving some of these complicated database query
PRoblems.(Leung,1987A;Roy,1981)
In this chapter, a fuzzy database query language is
PResented. Although the language is designed with general
Applications in mind, it has been incorporated into FX-I as
sVstem and object methods. This language is designed to retrieve
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information from an existing database management system (DBMS).
VAX RdbVMS. In addition, it can also perform multicriteria
decisions making based on the information retrieved from the
DBMS. Since the designs of this query language and the fuzzy
database interface involve the areas of expertdatabase coupling
and multicriteria decisions making, surveys on these two areas
are presented in the next two sections. In sections 5.3 and 5.4
the DBMS used and the fuzzy database query language are
presented. Section 5.5 describes the coordination between FX-I
and the fuzzy information retrieval module. At the last section,
there is an evaluation and comparison.
5.1 Interaction between Expert Systems and Databases
A database -is a collection of data in a well organised form.
t can supply data to an expert system directly or indirectly
through a database management system. There are various ways for
n expert system to interact with a database. In general, they
cn be classified into three categories according to their
Agrees of coupling and the allocation of control
(lzobaidie,1987), namely, enhanced expert system, intelligent
database and expertdatabase system with communication. These
ctegories may further be divided into different classes and
Qvels. Their relations are 3hown in Fig. 5-1.
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Fem. 5-1. Classification of Interaction between Expert System and
Database
5.1.1 Enhanced Expert Systems
For enhanced expert systems, extended data management
facilities are incorporated into the expert systems. Data is
either downloaded, as a snapshot, from a database to an expert
system before any operation of the expert system
(Bocca,1986:Wright,1986), or retrieved from the database when
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needed (Boccn,19vodirke,19o4). in this kind of systems, the
database itself is usually devoted completely to an expert system
application alone.
5.1.2 Intelligent/deductive Databases (Gallaire,1983)
For the second type of systems, deductive components are
embedded into database management systems resulting in
intelligent or deductive databases. The deductive components can
improve the efficiency and functionality of the database
management systems by providing query optimization, integrity
constraints and other facillties.
Formally a deductive database is defined by a triple, D
(Th, IC, DO) (Minker,1987), where,
11 Th is a theory that consists of a finite set of axioms
written in logic, and possibly meta-rules that describe how
one operates with the particular theory.
ZZ) IC is a finite set of integrity constraints that must be
satisfied by a database and consists of a finite set of
well-formed formulae in the predicate calculus.
iii)DO is a finite set of constants over which the theory is
defined.
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The theory, Th, and the integrity constraints, IC, must
satisfy the condition that Th U IC is consistent. Atomic
formulae and deductive rules are two of the axiom types for a
theory.(Grant,1987) Atomic formulae stand for facts or tuples in
relations, they are included in an extensional database.
Intensional database comprises deductive rules which are
statements in logic form.
For example, if the database consists of two extensional
relations: flat_location(flat_iddistrict) and
traffic condition(district,bus_route), we can define an






5.1.3 Expert/Database Systems with Communication
For this type of systems, expert systems and database
management systems are independent systems with some form of
OOunication between them. Since existing database management
systems are used, the degree of complexity for the communication
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between the expert systems and the database mament systems
are much higher than that of the above two types of systems. In
general, the communication can be divided into three classes.
The first class is data definition communication. Through
this kind of communication, an expert system can determine
or alter the structure of a database and its components. If
the knowledge for the development of a database, such as the
knowledge of normalization, is contained in the expert
system, a database can be constructed or modified
automatically with the semantic of the database given.
X11) The second class is database maintenance and administration
communication. Through this class of communication, an
expert system can perform system administrative tasks such
as storage analysis, backup and recovery on a database
manacement system
(iii)The third class is data manipulation communication in which
expert systems send data manipulation commands to database
management systems to update. insert, delete and retrieve
data from databases. Data analysis can be done by expert
systems after retrieving data from databases. Using only
this class of communication, expert systems will have the
same power of deductive databases. Since a logical
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statoment of an intecnsional rclation in a deductive database
is in fact a rule which can be broken into two parts. The
first part is the definition of the tuples written in
relational calculus which is equivalent to the If Part of a
rule and the second part is the name and attributes of the
tuple for the intensional relation which is equivalent to
the Then-Part. Moreover, the power of relational calculus
is equivalent to a relational complete query language.
(Codd,1972)
There are two levels of data retrieval for the third class of
communication. The primary level is the retrieval of facts
directly from databases. The facts may be either retrieved when
needed during operations or loaded, as a snapshot, prior to any
operation of an expert system. Using only this level of
retrieval, an expert system has to manipulate and select records
byitself, thus its power is equivalent to an enhanced expert
5Ystem.
For the secondary level of retrieval, data are retrieved
using high level operators or a query language supported by a
database management system. At this level of retrieval, the
Pert system can send queries to the.database management system
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using the If-part' s of the rules as the selection conditions.
Thus, the expert system need not select or sort out the data by
itself.
5.2 Multi-criteria Decision Making and Conflict Resolution
5.2.1 Multiattributes utility theory
This theory is based on the hypothesis that in any problem
there exists a real valued function V defined on those
Alternatives which the decision maker wishes to maximize
(Dyer,1975). Based on this function, alternatives can be ranked
fom the best to the worst. Hence, the best alternative or
A subset of the alternatives which are considered as good can
bs chosen easily.
The function V can be defined in many ways. Some common
Methods to define the function V are discussed in the following
3ubsections.
52.l.i Additive Utility Function
The most common approach for evaluating multicriteria
Alternatives is to use an additive representation
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where V is the function for evaluating the alternatives and
Vi (i - l..n) is the function to determine the utility of X with
respect to the criterion i.
Two fundamental assumptions of this representation are
preferential independence and utility independence (different
independence). Preferential independence concerns ordinal
Preferences among attributes, while utility independence concerns
the cardinal preferences of a decision maker.
Let F and K c F : K is preferentially
independent in F if the preferences between the alternatives,
which are only different in the criteria in K, do not depend on
the criteria in FK (the subset of F not belonging to K)
(Roy,1981). In the case of additive utility functions, the
dumber of elements in the set K is 1. Essentially, preferential
dependence implies that the indifference curves for any pair of
Cliteria are unaffected by the fixed levels of the remaining
c~iteria.
For example, suppose a buyer prefers a house described by
tuple (price.size,location), say, ($30,000,400m2,good) to one
scribed by ($30,000,450m2,good), he should also prefer
($35.000.400m2,fair) to ($35,000,450m2,fair) if sizes are
Preferentially independent of costs and locations, where K
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{size} and FK - {cost,location}.
An attribute X is said to be utility independent of a set of
attributes Y if a decision maker's preferences among
alternatives, involving only X and with Y fixed at a particular
level, do not depend on the level of Y.
For example, if a decision maker prefers a flat with size
450m2 to one with 400m2 and the size is utility independent of
the price and the location, then the preference difference
between ($35,000,450m2,good) and ($35,000,400m2,good) must be
equal to the preference difference between ($30,000,450m2,fair)
and ($30,000,400m2, fair) , where X = {size} and Y
{price,location}.
Although the applications of additive utility functions are
very wide, there are still some drawbacks. The main drawback is
that criteria expressed by the function are restricted to
Preferentially independent and utility independent only.
However, these hypotheses are unrealistic. Some queries with
criteria that are dependent on each other are difficult to be
Modelled with additive functions only. For example, when
choosing a flat for a cripple, one of the requirements may be
either the flat is on the ground floor or there is a lift in the
building. Therefore the utilities of the two criteria are not
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independent, since when one criterion is satisfied . the utility
of the other criterion will become zero. Thus additive utility
function cannot be applied directly.
In addition, for additive functions, there must also exist
functions Wi.j (trade-off factor) measuring the amount that the
decision maker is willing to concede on the j-th criterion to
obtain a unit on the i-th criterion. Thus additive function
cannot model query with criteria that cannot be replaced or
traded off by other criteria.
5.2.1.2 Utility Function Based on the Concept of Ideal Point
Another type of utility function is to find the distance of
alternative from an ideal point (solution). Usually, an ideal
Point is the point which has the coordinates
ln the criteria space.
Therefore, an ideal point is the point in a criteria space
rePresenting the ideal alternative which has maximum utility in
edch dimension. However. this kind of function also assumes
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preference and utility independencies. In addition, a trade-off
function also exist between any two criteria. The only
difference is that this function may not be linear (depend on the
definition of distance). Thus the utility functions based on the
concept of ideal points have the same disadvantages as additive
utility functions.
In some systems, such as the conflict resolution approach
(Leung,1982A; Leung,1982B; Leung,1982C; Leung,1987A), fuzzy
concept is introduced into the ideal point, since in most of the
conflicting environment, the information available is vague and
incomplete. In addition, decision making processes are always
inexact in nature. Therefore, a fuzzy region demarcated by fuzzy
intervals is used to represent an ideal solution. The distance
°f an alternative to the fuzzy ideal solution is determined by a
Membership function representing a concept such as close to.
5-2.2 Select a subset of alternatives which are considered as
good
This kind of method is designed to select a subset of
Alternatives which are considered as good. Their main
disadvantage is that they cannot be used to find the best
Alternative nor to rank all the alternatives. Two of the common
thods are presented in the following subsection :
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3.2.2.1 Efficient solution
An alternative a is efficient for the set of criteria
if there is no alternative b in A (the set of
alternatives) which dominates a. where dominance is defined as
follows :
Given a set of criteria an alternative a
dominates an alternative b iff for all i and at
least one of the vi(a) being strictly larger than v±(b)
For this method, each alternative has to compare with all the
°ther alternatives. An alternative can only be put into the set
°f efficient solution only if it is not dominated by any other
alternative. The time complexity of the process is proportional
to the square of the number of alternatives available.
•2.2.2 Outranking methods
Outranking method is. in fact, an improvement of the
efficient solution. This method consists of two distinct stages.
first stage is to construct outranking relations among
Alternatives. An outranking relation is used to relate two
Alternatives, say a and b. such that a is better than b or
vice versa. The second stage is to select a subset of
Alternatives based on the outranking relations.
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An alternative a outranks b if the following two requirements
are satisfied (Roy,1981):
1) There is a sufficient majority among the criteria to consider
that a is not worse than b.
2) No criterion in disagreement with this majority should result
in too great a superiority of b over a.
The above two requirements can be implemented by different
functions. For example in ELECTRE I (Roy.1968), the concordance
indicator to measure how much an alternative a is better than b
is defined as follows :
where is the set of criteria for which a is preferred to
°r indifferent from b. n, is the weighting factor for criterion
vi and
The discordance indicator measuring how much an alternative a
worse than b is defined as follows :
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, otherwise
Where D is the set of criteria for which a is worse than b.
Jind a is the maximum difference on a particular criterion.
We say that a outranks b (aSb) iff
, and
where p and q are some constants
From the above definitions, we notice that the outranking
Elation is not transitive. That is, if a outranks b and b
°dtranks c, a may not outrank c. After the outranking relations
have been constructed, it is required to determine a subset E of
such that each element of AE is outranked by at least one
element of A, but the elements of E do not outrank each other.
lat is
The advantage of this kind of method is that it is less
subjective. The disadvantage is that it only builds a preference
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tree to show the preference relations or selects a subset of
alternatives which are considered as good. Therefore it only
reduces the number of possible alternatives, but does not remove
the burden for selecting the best or rank all the alternatives
from users.
Moreover, the time complexity.to build a preference tree or
to get a set of efficient solutions is proportional to the square
of the number of the alternatives, since each alternative has to
compare with all the other alternatives.
5.2.3 Interactive Method
Interactive methods require users to involve in the decision
making. This method consists of two stages. The first stage is
the calculation stage at which an alternative is selected. The
second stage is the discussion stage at which users have to
Provide supplementary information about his/her preferences. The
additional information is then introduced into the model in the
next calculation stage. These two stages are repeated until an
acceptable solution is obtained or the user stops the process
because of no acceptable solution is found.
For example, in the STEM method of Benayoun and Tergny
(1973), an alternative a is selected at the calculation stage
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based on the distance between the image point (alternative) and
the ideal point. If the decision maker is not satisfied with
this solution, he can specify to which criterion Vj he is
prepared to make a concession and the maximum amount dj he is
willing to concede. Then the calculation stage is repeated to
find another alternative b with the following constraints :
This two stages are repeated until an acceptable solution is
°btained or it can be concluded that no acceptable solution
exists.
The advantage of this method is that it can adapt different
requirements of different users, therefore it is less subjective.
However, it cannot automate the decision process completely, and
Waste a lot of time in the iterations. Moreover, it does not
Remove the burden of decisions making from users, since the most
difficult tasks are to determine which criterion is to be
c°nceded and how much it should be conceded. However, an expert
sV,stem presented in chapter 9 attempting to automate such kind of
Problem solving techniques with procedural and rule-based
knowledge is successfully implemented.
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5.3 Database Management System
Traditionally, database systems can be classified into three
types: relational, network and hierarchical databases. Each type
of the database systems has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Basically, the design of an interface between an expert and
database systems is independent of the type of the database
system used. The only requirement is that the database system
must be accessible from outside world through some standard
Programming languages. Otherwise, an interface cannot be built
to communicate with it.
In the implementation of the system, the VAX Rdb/VMS database
system is used. It is a relational database management system
for VAX computers operated under a VMS operating system. The
details of the VAX information architecture may be obtained in
reference (Digital,1987). Existing DBMS's are chosen simply
because it is not practical to build a specialized database
system and transfer all the data into it before one can use it.
Rdb/VMS database system provides the Callable RDO utility
Which can be called from any languages that conforms to the VAX
procedure calling and condition handling standard (Digital,1985).
Moreover, Rdb/VMS provides a very powerful data retrieving
Facility with record selection and relation joining capabilities.
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That is why RdbVMS is chosen as an existina DBMS to demonstrate
the flexibility and power of combining an expert system and a
database system.
To retrieve information from RdbVMS database system through
Callable RDO utility, the combinations of START-STREAM, FETCH and
CET commands are used. The command START_STREAM is used to open
a record stream. The records to be included in the record stream
are specified by the record selection expression in the
START_STREAM statement. START_STREAM places the stream pointer
Just before the first record in the stream. A FETCH command is
dsed to advance the stream pointer a record at a time. A GET
statement is then used to get the fields in the record.
For example, if the names of those students with sports-grade
3.2 and height 1.80m are required, a record stream specified
bV the fol lowing constraints has to be opened.
START_STREAM S using E in student-record with (E. sport-grade
3.2) and (E.height 1.80)
Then the first record which satisfies the constraints is
brought under the current pointer by a FETCH statement as
11ows:
FETCH S
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The value in the name field can then be obtained by a GET
statement as follows :
GET !VAL - E.name END_GET
The FETCH and GET statements are repeated until all the
records in the record stream are consumed.
All the above Rdb-statements are passed to the RdbVMS
database system through the procedure RDB$INTERPRET provided by
the Callable RDO interface facility. The statements are passed
as string literals or variables. The parameter placeholder !VAL
used to reserve a place for each of the host variables. The
corresponding host variables are placed in the parameter list
that follows the RdbVMS statement string.
•4 Fuzzy Information Retrieval Module
The fuzzy information retrieval module is the interface
between the expert system and the database system. Its function
%
ls to support a simple fuzzy database-query language used by the
epert system to obtain information from the database under
Cetain selection conditions. The operations of this module can
be divided into three phases. In the first phase. the fuzzy
dUery generated by the expert system is translated into the query
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language of the RdbVMS database system as described in section
5.3.- In the second phase, the RDO Callable facility is invoked
to retrieve those required data from the database. In the last
Phase, the data are processed to obtain the degrees of membership
as required. The records are then sorted in descending order
according to the degrees of membership. Those records with
degrees of membership of zero will be eliminated.
The syntax of the fuzzy query language developed for the
epert system shell is defined in extended BNF Grammar as
follows :
QUERY :: (relation_name SYMBOL_LIST
NON_FUZZY_CONDITION FUZZY_CONDITION)
SYMBOL_L I ST : : =» STAT_EXP J ( f ie ld_name field_name)
NON_FUZZY_CONDITION NON_FUZZY_CON ! nil
FUZZY__CONDITION: : - FUZZY_CON 1 nil
STAT_EXP (STAT_OP NON_FUZZY_CONDITION)
NON_FUZZY_CON (OPERATOR TERM TERM)
FUZZY_CON (FUZ_OPERATOR FUZZY_EXP FUZZY_EXP~)





TERM : : - NON_FUZZY_CON !
(COMPARATOR field_name value) i
(COMPARATOR field_name STAT_EXP)
FUZZY_EXP : : - FUZZY_CON ! FUZZY_TERM
FUZZY_TERM (field_name
membership_distribution_tab1e weight )
P. - • r« ri ZT « • -» —« • «I • » f «• {-«,• a . kj a 1 i vj ! .i ——v - l. t: r :r =
OPERATOR and ! or
FUZ_OPERATOR and ! or : comb ! poll
•COMPARATOR
where
field_name is the name of a field in the database;
relation_name is the name of a relation in the database;
value is a value of the type corresponding to a field;
member_distribution_table contains two lists. The first
list contains domain values for a field in ascending order.
The second list contains the corresponding degree of
membership;
weight is a weighting factor (between 0 and 1.0) by which
the degree of membership of the fuzzy term will be
mu 11ip1ied.
For example, if the expert system wants to get the name and
9© of those students not in physics department with age 27,
eiqht 1.65m and a good grade in examination, the following
query may be generated (see Appendix I for the details of the
rscords in the database).
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°uu:m t »c.ru mi mac c u vz c 11 u % u m u — ' . 11 u ▲ v 11 i a • w
•.;• dcot physics M
(ftnd (arade ( (0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0;
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0)) 1
where the members or the first list in the fuzzy tern
correspond to the grades (GPAs) and the members of the second
list correspond to the respective degrees of membership of beinc
a good grade.
After receiving the above query. the fuzzy information
Retrieval module will generate a Rdb query to get the names,
ages and grades from those records which satisfy all the
non-fuzzy conditions. The following records are obtained by













The degrees of membership are then obtained by mapping the
Shades to the membership distribution table. Then the records
ae sorted in descending order according to the degrees of
Membership. Finally, the records are packed in a list and
-turned to the expert system. The list is hown as follows :
((John 21 0.95) (David 22 0.90) (Peter 19 0.60))
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In addition. statistical expressions can be nested int
non-fuzzy conditions. Five types of statistical functions ar
provided namely. MAX, MIN, AVERAGE. TOTAL and COUNT. Fo
instance, if the names of those students with grades greater tha
the average grade of students in physics department is required
the following query may be used :
(student-rec (name)
(and grade (average grade (and (= dept 'physics')))))
nil)
Statistical information can also be retrieved by putting a
statistical expression in the first list in the query. For
example, if the maximum grade in physics department is needed,
the following query may be used :
(student-rec ((may. grade) (and (= dept 'physics'))) nil nil)
The above examples have illustrated how information is
Retrieved from the database. However, the most powerful
function of this module is the manipulation of fuzzy conditions.
As defined by the extended BNF grammar above, a fuzzy condition
as composed of an operator and a series of fuzzy expressions. A
fuzzy expression consists of a simple fuzzy term, (with a field
nme. a membership distribution table and a weighting factor).
°r consists of another fuzzy condition with an operator and
several fuzzy expressions. This syntax provides a simple way for
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constructing a nested condition. For a simple fuzzy condition,
the degree of membership is obtained by mapping and interpolation
using the curve corresponding to the distribution table and then
multiplied by a weighting factor. For a compound fuzzy condition,
the degree of membership is obtained by a function
fn(ai,a2,...an), where ai,aa....an are the weighted degrees of
membership of the fuzzy terms contained in the fuzzy condition.
The function used is determined by the operator specified in the
fuzzy condition.
%•
For example, if the names of those students who are either
Voung and tall or with good sport-grade are needed, the following




((35 33 31 2? 27 25 23 21 1? 17 15)
(0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.0)) 1)
(h e i q h t ((0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0)) 1))
(sports-qrade ((0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0)) 1)))
Four operators are supported in this fuzzy information
r©trieval module. They are 'and', 'or', 'evidence combination'
nd 'polling'. The differences of these four operations are
illustrated in the following examples.
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Suppose the nernes of those students in the physics dep£i~tment
with good grade and good sport-grade are required. The
following fuzzy database-query will be used.
( St1 'Hpnt-ror (' n m n nH ( — Honf 41 nh;ci re I» W L I I i. I I wt • • i w » »it I M « «• » »
(OPERATOR i » % A 4 n « -% I 4 rs r -« . Aarjtae . w.'j u.H u.a l. i.s Z.M- z.d v. 2 --..6 4.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.9 i. 0))
1.0)
(sports -qrhde
( (0.0 0.4 0.3 1.2 1.6 2.4 2.3 3.2 3.6 4.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0))-
1.0)))
••
where the OPERATOR may be any one of the 'and', 'or', 'comb'
and 'poll' operators.
The names, grades and sport-grades of those students which
satisfy the non-fuzzy selection conditions will be obtained from
the database. After receiving the data from the database, the
fuzzy information retrieval module will find out the degree of
Membership for each fuzzy term and multiply it by the weighting
factor of the corresponding condition.
The details of the information obtained are shown as
f°llows :
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If the operator is 'and'. the operation is to take the
minimum degree of membership from that of good grade and good
sport-grade.
i.e. fn(ai.a2,...an) - min(ai,aa,...an) .for all n
If the operator is 'or', the operation is to take the maximum
degree of membership from that of good grade and good
sport-grade.
i.e. fn(ai,a2,...an) = max(ai,a2 an) .for all n
If the operator is 'comb', the overall degrees of membership
is obtained from the formula ax + a2(l - ax).(Buchanan,1984)
Where ax and a2 are the degrees of membership for good grade and
9ood sport-grade respectively. In general, if there are n fuzzy
terms, the function fn is defined as follows :
Lastly, if the operator is 'poll', a polling method is used,
operation is to take the average degrees of membership of
the fuzzy terms.
D - t nb h S 0 n H d F MZ Z 7 011: •? E
,for all n
The degrees of membership for the above four operations ar
summarized in the following table.
















The ranking obtained from different operators may or may not
be different. Any combination of the four operations is allowed
bo be nested in a fuzzy expression. Records with a final degree
°f membership of zero will be eliminated from the output.
This fuzzy logic based approach is superior to the
traditional multicriteria decision methods in terms of its
flexibility in manipulating the logic relationship between the
Criteria. However, like utility functions. fuzzy sets
representing the criteria are subjective and must be formulated
with great care. In some cases, the degrees of membership can
°nly be used for comparison purpose and not to be interpreted
directly.
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5.5 Coordination between System FX-I and the Fuzzy Information
Retrieval Module
There are two ways for System FX-I to invoke the fuzzy
information retrieval module for obtaining information. The
first way is to invoke the module by the system method 'find-val'
for retrieving non-fuzzy values of database data (instance
variables, see section 3.1.3 and 6.2.1.1). A value is retrieved
by a fuzzy query which is generated by the method 'find-val'
based on the information (relation name, field name and key)
defined in the database.
Suppose two instance variables for a student class are
defined as follows (see section 6.2.1.1 for the details of the
syntax) r
(student-name database-data (student-rec nil name text z0)
(student-age database-data (student-rec student-name age signed word))
student-name is the key for retrieving a student record,
thus its value should be defined in an instance. Suppose a
meS3age is sent to the instance with student-name - John to
rind the value of student-age. The following query will be
§enerated and sent to the fuzzy information retrieval module :
(studont-roc (ago) (name=John) nil)
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The value retrieved from a database is returned to the sender as
if it was a common instance variable (data) .
The second way to invoke the fuzzy information retrieval
module is to activate the system method 'FUZ2Y-Q'. The argument
needed are relation_name. SYMBOL_LIST. NON_FUZZY_CONDITION AND
FUZZY_CONDITION which are the four components of a fuzzy query
(see section 5.4). In addition a symbol list is required to
define the field type in the database, since the fields involved
1n the query may not be defined in a knowledge base.
Usually, a fuzzy query is generated dynamically in a
consultation as required. For example, a FUZZY_CONDITION may be
stored in an instance variable or even set according to the
result of rules deduction as in ZDB-II (Leung,1989A).
5.6 Evaluation and Comparison
The fuzzy database-query language presented above has two
Unctions. The first function is to select alternatives from a
tabase according to the non-fuzzy (crispy) conditions of a
9Uery. The other function is to find the degrees of membership
ksed on the fuzzy conditions. Moreover. the alternatives
Selected are arranged in descending order with respect to their
e9rees of membership. In other words, the fuzzy database-query
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language not only possesses the selecting power likes some commor
database query languages, but also possesses the capabilities foi• • •
multlcriteria decisions making.
By using the fuzzy-query language, a degree of membership
will be calculated for each alternative selected. A degree of
Membership is a real value ranged from 0 to 1.0 to indicate how
Much an alternative satisfies a fuzzy condition. According to
the definition in section 5.2, the fuzzy database-query language
belongs to the multiattributes utility approach, since each
»•
Alternative is mapped to a real value (degree of membership).
When compared with outranking methods and interactive
Methods, the advantages of multiattribute utility method are that
After the utility of an alternative is found, we can choose the
best alternative, select a subset of good alternatives or rank
11 the alternatives easily and efficiently. However, in
bradit ional multiattributes utilities methods, their assumptions
not realistic. They cannot be applied to the problems
Evolving criteria that are not independent. For the fuzzy
batabase-query language, this kind of drawbacks has been
Overcome.
In the fuzzy database-query language, the member distribution
bable of a fuzzy condition is used to determine the utility of an
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attribute. It is similar to the function v in the additive
utility function presented in section 5.2.1.1. In fact, this
table is used to represent a fuzzy term such as good, very
good , strong etc.. The member distribution table may be
subjective, since different people may have different
interpretations on an attribute. However. the tables of 3ome
well defined linguistic fuzzy terms may be used. In addition,
some statistical methods may be used to obtain the member
••
distribution table of a fuzzy term objectively when required.
Four operators are supported in the fuzzy database-query
language which operate on the utility of each attribute and give
the total utility of an alternative. The four operators are
AND, OR, COMB and POLL. Using the POLL operator only,
the power of the query language is equivalent to additive utility
Methods. Since the operator of POLL is, in effect, to sum up
the utility of each attribute and then to normalize the overall
utility.
On the other hand, the operator AND, OR and COMB
Provides some means to model queries with criteria which are not
independent. The AND operator is used to express the situation
where some attributes are useful only when'they exist together.
°r example, a cigarette is useless when there is no match nor
lighter. The OR operator is used to model the situation where
D.tbrtSP ?»nd Fuzzy Queries
some attributes can be substituted by each other. For example,
the utility of a match can be treated as zero if there is a
lighter and vice versa. The COMB operator can be used to
Represent the situation where each attribute has certain
contribution to a goal even though the attributes exist
independently. However, the effect of applying all the
attributes is less than the sum of the effect of each attribute
Used separately. This approach can also be viewed as- combining
evidences to draw a conclusion. For example, different kinds of
Medical treatments may be used to cure a disease. Each of the
treatments may have its own effect. When these treatments are
Used together, their effects may not be additive, but the overall
effect may be greater than that of using a single treatment.
With the help of the weighting factors for each attributes
together with mixing and nesting of the four operators, most of
the queries can be expressed. In addition, using the fuzzy
tabase-query language, a user can express hisher requirements
h a natural way, since the concepts of the four operators are
Very close to human thinking and fuzzy terms frequently appear in
°Ur conversations. Therefore, a query can be expressed by this
nguage easily.
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Knowledge Acquisition
A knowledge acquisition subsystem (module) is used to
communicate with knowledge engineers for acquisition of domain
knowledge. The efficiency of the development of expert systems
is closely related to the quality of a knowledge acquisition
subsystem . In general, the criteria for a good knowledge
Acquisition subsystem are as follows :
i) Easy to use
ii) Should provide a quick means to input knowledge
• %
11)Easy to modify knowledge
lv) The information (e.g. syntax, structure of the expert system
shell etc.) needed for a knowledge engineer to build a
knowledge base should be minimized.
v) The form of input should be less error-prone.
In this chapter, a survey on different modes and levels of
knowledge acquisition is presented. Then the knowledge
c3Uisition subsystem of system FX-I is described.
Knowledge Acquisition
6.1 Classification of Methods for Knowledge Acquisition
The methods of knowledge acquisition are closely related to
the form of knowledge representations, which are different forV
different expert system shells. The methods of knowledge
acquisition can be classified into several types according to the
levels and modes of input. The classification can be summarized
as in Fig. 6-1 :
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Usually, there are three modes of input for knowledge
acquisition. The first mode is to input knowledge through a
conventional editor or word processor (e.g. Advice languageX,
M.l (Teknowledge,1986) and 0PS5 (Brownston.1985)). The
advantages are that domain knowledge can be input quickly and
Modified easily. Moreover, knowledge engineers can choose an
editor with which they are familiar. However, using this mode of
input, knowledge engineers have to remember the syntax and the
overall conceptual structure of the knowledge representation.
Knowledge input through an editor can also be divided into
two levels. The lower level supports knowledge to be input in a
form of the internal format of a system. For example, if a
system is implemented in Lisp, knowledge may be input in a form
°f Lisp's primitive data structures or functions. The advantage
1s that no translation is needed. However, it is error-prone and
hot user friendly. In addition, errors in a knowledge base can
only be checked at run time. Therefore, this level of input is
Usually used in some prototypes only.
The higher level supports knowledge to be input in a form of
knowledge representation language such as KRL (Bobrow,1979). The
1
Aovel of a knowledge representation language may range from a
3ystem internal format to a natural language. Some systems may
Use interpreters to interpret a knowledge input, and errors are
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checked at loading time. Some other systems may use compilers
to translate their knowledge representation languages into the
internal formats of the systems (e.g. ESP Advisor, Insight
Knowledge System).
The second mode is to input knowledge through a knowledge
base editor (e.g. Series-PC, EMYCIN (Melle,1981)). A knowledge
base editor can help a knowledge engineer to check some common
errors (e.g. misspellings, syntax errors) and perform some
Miscellaneous book-keeping tasks. Knowledge is usually input in
the form of a knowledge representation language. The advantage
is that knowledge engineers do not have to know too much about
the knowledge representation. However, they still have to
member the syntax and understand some of the concept of the
Knowledge representation.
The third mode is to create a knowledge base interactively
through interrogations or prompted-menu (e.g. Z-II (Leung,1988A),
XpertEase, Personal Consultant, Personal Consultant Plus
(Texas,1986A; Texas,1986B)). Using this mode of input, a
Knowledge engineer will be asked question by question by the
sVstem until a whole knowledge base has been created. The
Advantage is that a knowledge engineer does not have to remember
syntax nor even to know the overall concept of the knowledge
Presentation. Knowledge engineers only have to know several
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keywords to answer the questions. The disadvantages are that the
whole process of creating a knowledge base is very time
consuming, and once the process has started, it can only be
stopped at the 'end of certain stages. Moreover, modification is
difficult and inefficient, since a series of questions have to be
answered in order to locate the piece of knowledge to be
modified.
Interactive knowledge input can also be divided into three
approaches, namely. top-down approach, bottom-up approach and
mixed approach. For a top-down approach, a newly defined object
can only refer to those rules or parent objects which have
already been defined. For example, in some conventional
rule-based system, if top-down approach is used, rules have to be
defined before that of, the relevant objects. For a bottom-up
approach, objects in the lowest level of the knowledge hierarchy
Will be defined first. For example, using a bottom-up approach
to define a rule based system, a knowledge. engineer can only
define a rule after all the objects related to the rule have been
defined. For the mixed approach, a knowledge engineer is
allowed to define any pieces of knowledge in any order, no matter
What the level of the piece of the knowledge is in the knowledge
hierarchy (e.g. Z-II). As in the above example, if a mixed
approach is used. a knowledge engineer may define either rules or
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objects first. If an undefined objects is reterrecl to wnen a
rule is being defined. questions will be asked about the
In the expert system shell, System FX-I, two modes of inputs
are supported to cater for the need of different levels of users.
One of the modes supports knowledge engineers to input knowledge
through. conventional editors. This mode of input provides a
quick means of knowledge input for those knowledge engineers who
are familiar with the system and the knowledge representation.
The other mode supports knowledge to be input through
interrogations. This mode of input caters for those knowledge
engineers who do not have a clear concept of the knowledge
representation.
6.2 Knowledge Format
The formal definitions of the knowledge representation in
System FX-I are given in this section, further explanation is
given in chapter 3. Knowledge in FX-I. is specified by a
collection of classes (frames) and instance objects. The syntax
1s shown in extended BNF Grammar as follows:
KNOWLEDGE:-- CLASS` object INSTANCE end
Knnuil pHhp nui qi t ini
CLASS and INSTANCE are terms to specify a class and a
instance object respectively. They are further described in th
following subsections.
6.2.1 CLAS!
To define a class, a knowledge engineer has to specify the
name, parent and attributes of the class. The syntax is shown as
fol 1 ows :




class_name is the name of the class to be defined.
parent_name is the name of the parent of the class. ATTRIBUTE
ls a term to define a class variable, an instance variable or a
class attribute (see section 3.1.3). RULE is a term to define a
rule for the class.
6«2.l.i Attributes
Attributes include data, database data, class variables.












(name class-var value [certainty])
(name database-data DATA SPEC)
DA TA_SPEC (relation_name key field_name
field_type )
name is the name of the attribute (a class variable, an
»•
instance variable or a class attribute) to be defined. The
keyword following the term name specifies the type of the
attribute. The keyword 'data' defines an instance variable. The
keyword 'class-var' defines a class variable. value is the
velue of the class variable to be defined. certainty is a
fuzzy number specifying the certainty of the value. If it is
Snored, the value is assumed to be absolutely certain. The
keyword 'database-data' defines a database data (instance
triable). A database data is similar to a data except that its
vlue is stored in a database. relation_name , key and
field_name are the relation name, key and the field name of the
uta defined in a database respectively. field_type is the
type (e.g. integer, real, string etc.) of the data defined in a
utabase.
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The format of an internal method is :
• INTERNAL-METHOD : (name method function name) !
(name method (lambda argument list
method body))
An internal method may either be defined in a knowledge file
°r linked to an existing LISP function by specifying the function
name. name is the name of the method. function name is the
name of an existing LISP function to be used. argument list is
a list of the parameters needed by the method. Method body is
a series of statements which are the steps of the method. The
syntax of method body conforms to COMMON LISP (Guy,1984).
External methods are procedures that are written in any
Programming language. A knowledge engineer only has to define an
interface for a procedure. The format of an interface for an
eternal method is defined in extended BNF as follows :
EXTERNAL -METHOD «name external_method







A C CESS_METHOD :in ! :out
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nname is the name of the external method for internal
identification. filename is the name of the file in which the
external procedure is stored. procedure name is the name of
the procedure defined in the file. If it is neglected. the
procedure name is assumed to be the same as the method name
«name). result type is the data type of the value returned
from the procedure. If no value is to be returned, this field
niay be omitted. argument is a dummy name for an argument.
Ltype and Vtype are the types of the arguments interpreted by
LISP and the VAXVMS system respectively. (Digital,1986B)
6.2.1.2 Rules
RULE CONDITION CONCLUSION
CONDITION (AND CONDITION CONDITION ) !
(OR CONDITION CONDITION-) !
(OPERATOR attribute value !
(unknown
OPERA TOR
C0NCLUSI01 - (attribute value)
A rule is composed of a CONDITION part and a CONCLUSION part.
a crisp rule, the value of the condition part is either true
0r false. The situation for a rule involving fuzzy concepts is
mbch more complicated. The details have been presented in
Section 4.4. A condition may be composed of a number of
Knowledge Acquisition
conditions that are connected together by logical-ands or
logical-ors. Therefore, a condition can be defined recursively
as above. The basic terms of a condition are (OPERATOR
attributes value) and (unknown attributes). For the former
term, the value is determined by the OPERATOR which operates on
the attribute and the value. For example, ( age 50) is true if
the value of age is greater than 50. For the latter term, if the
value of the attribute is undefined, then the value of the term
is assumed true.
6.2.2 Instance
The term INSTANCE is used to define an instance object. The





RELATION-TYPE ' T ! fuzzy-no
A TT— VAL—CER (attribute name value (certainty1)
instance name is the name of an instance to be defined.
Parent is the name of the parent of the instance.
RELATION-TYPE defines the type of the relation between the
lnstance and its parent (see Chapter 4 for the details). By
efault. the type of the relation is T. The term ATT-VAL-CER
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defines the value and certainty of an instance variable. value
specifies the value of the instance variable. certainty is a
fuzzy number representing the certainty of the value.
6.3 Different Modes of Knowledge Acquisition in System FX-I
System FX-I supports knowledge to be input through editors or
the interactive mode. Knowledge input through editors can also
be classified into low level and high level representations. The
relations for these different modes of input are depicted in Fig.
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Fig.6-2 Relations of Different Modes of Knowledge Acquisition
6.3.1 Through Text Editor (High Level)
Using this mode of input, a knowledge engineer has to input
domain knowledge into a file through a text editor. The syntax
of the knowledge representation has been discussed in section
6.2. The knowledge stored in a text file is then loaded into the
sYstem by an interpreter. The function of the interpreter is to
translate knowledge into the internal data structures of the
sYstem. This mode of input provides a quick means to create and
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modify (especially for minor modification) a knowledge base.
However, a knowledge engineer must be familiar with the syntax of
the knowledge representation.
6.3.2 Through Text Editor (Low Level)
This mode of input allows knowledge to be input in the form
of system internal data structures (e.g. lists, property list
etc.). This mode of input is not intentionally designed for
knowledge engineers to input knowledge. In fact, this mode is
used by system engineers and programmers for testing and
debugging in the early stage of the development of the system.
The knowledge stored in this form (primitive data structures) is
directly loaded into the system by some built-in facilities. The
knowledge stored in a knowledge base can also be directly dumped
into a file in the form of primitive data structures. Thus, a
well developed knowledge base can be stored in this form to
minimize the knowledge loading time before consultations.
6.3.3 Interactive Knowledge Input
Interactive knowledge input supports acquisition of knowledge
through interrogations with users. This mode of input is
designed to reduce the burden of knowledge engineers so that they
are not required to remember the exact syntax of the knowledge
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representation. Using this mode of input, a knowledge engineer
is guided to input the necessary information by a series of menus
and/or questions.
The end-product of this mode of input is a text file
containing knowledge with the same syntax as described in section
6.2. Thus the knowledge files created by interactive mode can
also be maintained by using a conventional text editor (high
level mode) and vice versa. Therefore, these two modes of input
can be used interchangeably.
To create or modify a knowledge base is, in fact, to perform
the combination of inserting classes, inserting instance objects,
modifying classes and modifying objects. After a knowledge
engineer inputs the name of a knowledge base, a menu includes the
above options will be shown on the screen. The knowledge
engineer can choose an option by placing the pointer of a mouse
on the option (the option will then be highlighted by the system)
and pressing the left button.
For the options of inserting a class, the knowledge engineer
Will be asked to input some mandatory information, such as the
name and the parent of the class, through a window. Next, the
knowledge engineer can select the options for inputting optional
Information, such as class attributes and rules, from another
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menu. After an option is selected the knowledge engineer will be
asked to fill in the necessary information by a series of
questions. A similar approach is used for inserting an instance
object.
The situations are more complicated for the cases of
modifying classes and instance objects, since, a series of
questions and/or menus must be used to ask the knowledge engineer
to identify the piece of knowledge to be modified. For example,
if the option for modifying a class is selected, a menu
containing all the names of the existing classes will be
displayed. The knowledge engineer can choose one of the classes
to modify. Since a class contains many attributes, more
questions and menus are required to identify the piece of
knowledge to be modified. Lastly, the knowledge engineer will be
asked to input the necessary information to replace the original
one.
Besides using menus and questions to guide a knowledge
engineer to build a knowledge base, some other facilities are
also used .to help a knowledge engineer to input other
information. These facilities are:
1• Fuzzy set editor
In the implementation of FX-I, fuzzy sets are represented by
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vectors. For example, a vector (0 10 40 90 160 250 360 490
640 810 1000) is used to













0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Universe of Discourse
Fig. 6-3: An Example of Fuzzy get in Diagram Form
The universe of discourse may be a range of actual value.
For example, if the fuzzy set is to represent the concept
"tall", the universe of discourse may be the range of
possible heights. However, the meanings of some words like
"beautiful". "good" and "bad" are impossible to define by
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actual measurements. Thus, their universe or discourse can
be imagined as a psychological continuum with an internal
scale.
The fuzzy set editor in System FX-I allows a fuzzy set
(concept) to be input in a graphical form. The editor can be
invoked at any time by pressing CTRL-F or CTRL-E when the
system is prompting for an input. By pressing CTRL-F, the
initial values of the fuzzy set are set to be zeros and by
pressing CRTL-E, the original values in the buffer are used
as the initial values for editing. After the editor is
invoked, a window is created as in Fig 6-4:
Area- 0.633
c.a.- 0.642
Value- (0 97 234 455 649 776 866 939 990 1000 1000)
Fig. 6-4: Fuzzy Set Editor
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The values of the fuzzy set can be modified by placing the
pointer of a mouse on a small square, and then move the
squaro while prossing the left button. The actual value,
area and the centre of gravity of the fuzzy set are updated
interactively and shown on the screen. After editing, a
knowledge engineer can leave the editor by pressing the right
button of the mouse. The control will then be returned to
the prompting mode with the new values of the fuzzy set
stored in the buffer.
ii Text editor
Similar to the fuzzy set editor, the text editor can be
invoked at any time by pressing CRLT-D when the system is
prompting an input. This editor supports a means for
inputting lengthy information such as an internal method
written in COMMON LISP. This text editor is, in fact, a
built-in package in VAX-LISP, and linked to System FX-I. The





7,1 Screen Layout and Options
The screen layout of System FX—I run on a VAX workstation
(VAX2000 or VAXGPX) is shown in Fig. 7-1.
System FX-I
KB-Manq Load-KB Actions XM-msg Options Exit
Fig. 7-1 : Screen Layout of System FX-I
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A'user may select one of the six options from the main menu
with a mouse. The functions of these options are briefly
described as follows:
i) KB-Mang
This option is for knowledge management. The details have
been discussed in Chapter 6.
ii) Load-Kb
This option is used to load knowledge into the system. When
this option is selected, a sub-menu will be displayed to ask
a user whether a high level or low level knowledge file is to
be loaded. The file name can be input directly or selected
from a menu, and the knowledge in the selected file will be
loaded into the knowledge base.
iii)Actions
This option is used to instruct the system performing some
actions. After selecting it, a sub-menu containing the
following options will be displayed.
2)Restart Consultation
After a consultation, some status of the system (e.g.
system time) and some values of instance variables may be
changed. This option is used to reset the system and
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values of instance variables to Lne inlLlai DVgVG
b) Save Low level Knowledge
After knowledge is loaded into the system, this option can
be used to dump the data structures (low level knowledge
format) of the knowledge base to a file. (see also
section 6.3.2)
c) Dump Time Stamp
This option is used to dump all the existing..time stamps
and their corresponding message records either to a window
or a file depending of the system.status set at the
options menu.
d) Explanation
This option is used to invoke the explanation facility.
The destination and level of explanation depend on the
system status. Details are given in section 7.2.
iv) XM-msg
This option is selected if a user wants to send a message to
an instance object and starts a consultation. After this
option is selected, a window will be created and the user is
asked to input the receiver, selector, and argument of a
message. During a consultation, some other information may
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be captured from the user through the window. After a
consultation is complete, the value, certainty factor and
time stamp of the result will be displayed. In addition, a
menu will be displayed beside the window. A user can select
some of these options which can help the user to interpret
the result. The options include:
a) Fz-result
If the value of the result is a fuzzy-set, the fuzzy set
will be displayed in a graphical form if this option is
selected. The centre of gravity and area of the fuzzy set
are also displayed.
b) Fz-certainty
The fuzzy set representing the certainty factor will be''
displayed together with its centre of gravity and area in
a graphical form.
c) Explanation
This option is used to display a full explanation on a
window.
d) Explanation-1




It is used to set some system status. The system status
include:
a) Time stamp on/off
This option is to toggle the time stamp status. When the
status is off, time stamps and message records will not be
created. Thus, overhead in -message passing can be
minimized. However, the explanation facility cannot
function, if time stamp is absent.
b) Explanation level
This option is used to input the level of explanation for
the explanation facility in the Action menu. The
explanation facility under the XM-msg option will not be
affected.
c) Explanation Destination
This option is used to select in which window or file the
explanation is displayed. The explanation facility under




This option is used to set the destination of time stamp
and message records dumped by the Dump time stamp option
in Action menu.
vi) Exit
When this option is selected, System FX-I will be halted and
the control will be returned to the VAX/VMS DCL command mode.
7.2 Explanation Facility
The explanation facility in System FX-I is designed to show
HQW. a conclusion is established in a consultation. In most of
the conventional rule-based expert systems, an explanation is, in
fact, a search tree of rules deduction. In System FX-I, rules
deduction, procedures execution and frames deduction can be
freely mixed in a consultation. In addition, the value of an
instance variale may be changed from time to time. Moreover, an
explanation of a result may involve a previous value of an
instance variable. Thus the explanation facility has to be made
more sophisticated.
In System FX-I, the explanation facility is closely related
to the design of time stamps (see also section 3.4). The record
stored under a time stamp not only keeps the history of a
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message, but also contains an explanation list which consists of
information for explanation. The structure of an explanation
list is shown as follows:
( reason TIME-STAMP')
reason is a short sentence or keyword explaining the
result. TIME-STAMP* represents the time stamps of the messages
which are used to find the intermediate results.
An explanation list is created by the activated method of a
receiver and returned to the sender. For instance, if the result
is found by rules deduction, the rule code and the time stamps of
the values used will be put into the explanation list. Each
system method creates an explanation list at the end of its
execution. For the internal methods defined by knowledge
engineers, the creation of explanation lists are optional. If a
knowledge engineer wishes to give an explanation to a result, the
explanation list must be returned as the' third value of the
result (see multiple-value (Guy,1984)). If the explanation is
missing, the result is treated as if it is an initial value.
For example, if there are rules as follows:
RULE-1 If A- 1 and B= 2 then C- 3
RULE-2 If C= 3 and D>5 then E= 4
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where. A. B. C. D and E are the instance ab!es of an instance
object, 0. The initial values of A and B are 1 and 2
.respectively. The value of D has been determined in a previous
consultation.
Suppose a message is sent to the instance object 0, to find
the value of E. By RULE-2, messages will be sent to find the
value of C and D. To find the value of C. messages will be sent
to find the values of A and B. In this inference process, the
time stamps and the message records created are shown in table
7-i. The receivers and the methods selected for the first four
records shown are '0' and 'find-val' respectively. The receiver
for the fifth record is LP and the method selected is also
find-vat'.
Time Stamb Argument Result Explanation List
S-10-15 E 4 (RULE-2 S-11-14 5-14-15)
S-11-14 C 3 (RULE-1 S-12-13 S-13-14)
S-12-13 A 1 (Initial Value")
S-13-14 B 2 (Initial Value")
S-14-15 36D (SIMPLEX METHOD S-7-8)
Table 7-1
In Table 7-1, the result of the message with the time stamp
S'10-15 is deduced from RULE-2 and the results of the messages
with the time stamps 5-11-14 and S-14-15. The result of D has
been determined before the rule inference by Simplex method.
Similarly, the sequence of the results of the other messages can
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also be interpreted. When the explanation facility is invoked,
the explanation of the result will be presented in a natural
'format. The level of explanation is the depth of the explanation
list to be traced. For a full explanation, the tracing process
is stopped only if the initial value of an instance variable is
reached.
A full explanation of the result of E with the time stamp
S-1n-19 i4 a4 fnIInw4
(Initial Value)A of O is 1
B of O is 2 (Initial Value)
By RULE-1
i.e. C of O is 3. (1)
(Initial Value)Coef of LP is ((1 0 4) (0 2 12) (3 2 18))
By Simplex Method
i.e. D of 0 is 36. (2)
(by 1)C of 0 is 3
D of O is 36 (by 2)
by Rule-2
i.e. E of O is 4
If the explanation level is set to 1, the explanation is
shown as follows
C of O is 3 (RULE-1 S-12-13 S-13-14)
D of O is 36 (Simplex Method S-7-8)
by Rule-2






Rules, procedures and databases are frequently used
independently to handle various classic computing and artificial
intelligence problems, for instances, rules for rule-based expert
systems, procedures for operations research problems, and
databases for management information systems. However, in the
expert system shell, System FX-I, all these three techniques are
represented as attributes of objects, and can be intermixed in
any proportion to model and solve complex problems as desired.
Rules and procedures are usually used for driving the control of
the problem solving, while databases play a supportive role of
automatic data management for the problem. In addition,
knowledge can be represented in an abstracted form by frames (the
static part of the object oriented knowledge representation),
thus a problem can be modelled in a natural way in System FX-I.
The top level control of an expert system built using System
rX-1 is either driven by rules or procedures, though they can be
freely mixed at lower levels. The former is similar to a
goal-directed system while the latter is procedural driven.





This class of problems uses rules as the top level control of
an expert system, though all the techniques can be mixed at
lower levels. In System FX-I, these expert systems are
handled similarly to conventional goal-directed (rule-based)
systems in which the goal can be preset as a system-goal or
set according to the user queries during consultations. The
system method Find-val will be triggered when a message is
sent to an instance object to find the value of an
appropriate attribute corresponding to a query. The values
of attributes may be obtained from objects, a database or
through rule inferences. In a rule inference process,
messages may be generated and sent to other objects for
finding intermediate values to support the inference.
ii) Procedural-driven Problems
This class of problems use procedures. as the top level
control of an expert system. However, such an expert system
built using System FX-I can freely use heuristics, databases




Different problems require different mixes of techniques and
knowledge representations to solve them. Among the existing
expert system shells, there are few of them which possess all the
required features to solve all types of problems effectively.
The features of structured knowledge representation and
flexibility of mixing frames, rules, procedures and database
techniques in System FX-I provide a good basis for building
expert systems in a large variety of fields. Three expert
systems built by System FX-I are described in the following
sections to show the flexibility and power of System*FX-I.
8.2 Case I: Assignments of courses to teachers
The problem is to assign computer courses to teachers. The
information of each teacher is stored in a database. The ability
of a teacher is measured in six dimensions, namely, hardware,
software, languages, business, theoretical and numerical. Each
course has a requirement, a difficulty index and a time for the
lesson. The objective is to distribute these courses to suitable
teachers such that no teacher is overloaded and no two courses
with equal time are assigned to a teacher.
App 1 ic :-tt ions '.r'ltr I)
8.2.1 The Design of the Export System
A procedure is used as the top level control. In order to
solve this problem, it is modelled by three classes of objects :
i) Class Courses
Each instance object of this class is used to represent a




It is the name of the instance object.
b) Class
It is the class to which the object belongs and in this case
it is Courses.
c) Difficult Index
It is a scalar quantity to indicate the difficulty and
workload of the course.
Time
It is the time for the lesson of the course.
Aop1lCrttions (Prtrt I)
e) Requirements
It is the required background to teach the course. The
requirements can be given in a restricted natural language
form of a fuzzy query language (see chapter 5;
Leung,Wong,1989A).
f) Id
It is the identity number of the teacher to whom the course
is currently assigned.
g) Suitability
It is the degree of membership (see chapter 5;
Leung,Wong,1989A) of the ability of the currently assigned
teacher in teaching the subject.
Methods
Select-teacher
This method is a procedure used to select a list of teachers
who satisfy the requirements, specified as the data of the
course object in the fuzzy query language supported by the
database interface (see chapter 5; Leung,Wong, 1989). Then
it will invoke the method 'Assign' to select a teacher.
b) Assign
This method is a procedure to select a teacher from the list
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obtained by the above method. A message will then be sent to
the teacher object to request him/her to teach the course.
If the teacher object refuses to take the course, next
teacher will be selected.
C) Exchange
After the initial assignments, the main object will broadcast
a message to all course objects to invoke this method to
check whether the suitability of the assigned teachers are
below a certain value. Each course object will be checked by
this method which uses rules to determine whether a teacher
is suitable for a course. e.g. If the suitability is less
than 0.5, then exchanges will be initiated.
d) Accept-exchange
This method uses rules to determine whether an exchange of
courses between two teachers is acceptable. This method is
invoked by the above exchange method.
e) List-assignment
This is a, procedure used to print out the course name
identity number of the teacher assigned and his/he




Each instance object of this class is used to represent a
teacher. These teacher objects possess four data (besides a name
and a class slots) and one method as follows.
Data
a) Limit
This is the maximum workload that can be assigned to the
teacher.
b) Workload
This is the current workload that has been assigned to the
teacher.
c)Subject-list
It is a list of courses assigned to the teacher.
d) Time-list
It is a list of times of the courses assigned to the teacher.
Method: Accept-Allocate
This method is invoked by the method Assign of a course
object. The teacher object will accept the course allocation
if there is no conflict in the teacher's time table and the
teacher is not overloaded.
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iii) Class Main
This class has only one instance object, which is the main
object responsible for the top level control' of this course
allocation expert system. This top level control object is in a
procedural form containing three steps only. The first step is
to broadcast a message to all course objects to invoke them to
find teachers for themselves. The second step is to broadcast a
message to all courses objects to ask them to exchange their
teachers if their teachers are not quite suitable for the
courses. The last step is to broadcast a message to all courses
objects to request them to print out the teachers assigned
8.2.2. A Sample Consultation
In this section a simple example is used to demonstrate the
function of the expert system described in section 8.2.1. The
expert system of course can solve much more complicated course
assignment problems. In this demonstration case, 10 courses are
to be assigned to 5 teachers. A typical course object is shown
as follows:
CSC2S2Name:
"Courses" (which means object CSC282 belongs to classClass:
"courses")
90 (an index: given out of 100)Di+f tcuity
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T i ami 1 C- i v«» r- r+r- -t -i i hic • i i i i tun u d y iai v. p ci iuu
Requirements: The bacKqround of the teacher in both software and
numerical analysis should be strong.
The requirement is expressed in a fuzzy query condition which is
used by the database interface to select suitable teachers.
Each teacher is modelled by an object with attributes name,
class, current workload and upper limit of workload. Three
teacher objects belong to the class staff and two belong to
senior-staff which is a sub-class of staff. • The initial
workloads for all the teachers are 0. The upper limits of
workloads are 250 and 100 for the staff and the senior-staff
respectively. The five teacher objects with the initial data are
given as follows:
(staff1 (class staff)(workload 0)(limit 250))
(staff2 (class staff) (workload 0)(limit 250))
(staff?- (class staff) (workload 0) (limit 250))
(staff4 (class senior-staff)(workload 0) (limit 100))
(staffs (class senior-staff)(workload 0) (limit 100))
Information stored in the database on the teachers:
The database contains the name, identity number (Id) and
abilities of each teacher. The ability of la teacher in each of
the six areas, namely, hardware (Hard), software (Soft), language
(Lang), business (Bus), and numerical (Num), is represented by a
Applications (Part I)


















































The following allocation results are given by the expert





















The implementation of this expert system illustrates how a
hatural problem solving methodology is modelled by classes,
objects, methods and data. Since this is an NP hard problem, it
is very time consuming to get an optimal solution. Thus in this
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expert system, the problem is solved just like a person would.
Although the solution is not optimal, it is acceptable. Through
the implementation of this system, the ability of System FX-I in
modelling a problem in a natural way is shown. The relations
between the courses and teachers are not explicitly declared in
classes, but they are implicitly linked by methods and message
passing. Such a kind of linkages is active and dynamic, and much
more flexible than the linkages in semantic networks or frames.
Moreover, the power of the fuzzy retrieval module is also
demonstrated by the query for the teacher selections.
8.3 Case II: A Management Decision Expert System
This case is used to show how System FX-I can be used to
develope an. expert system to support decision making. This
Problem belongs to the goal-directed type (according to the top
level control). However, both procedures and rules are heavily
involved in solving the problems, though the top level control of
the expert system is based on rules. The 'case is presented' as
follows
The Pennwood Corporation has designed a new air conditioning
SYstem. The product will cost the owner about $2600 and be sold
to a contractor for $1400. The estimated manufacturing cost is
either $900 or $1050. The cost cannot be determined because of a
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labour negotiation soon to begin in the industry of the material
required. If the negotiation results in a substantial wage
increase or a strike, the cost will be $1050. If an agreement is
reached with an acceptable wage increase, the cost will be $900.
However, if Pennwood decides to manufacture and market the
product, a $400,000 investment, which includes promotion and
expansion of facilities, in the project would be required. In
order for the project to be successful, the sales must cover the
amount of investment and profit. Based on a- preliminary
analysis, sales is determined by two factors, economic conditions
for the coming year related to new housing projects and
competition.
Because of the price of the air conditioning system of about
$2600, the marketing division estimates that the potential market
exists only in houses of the price range of $50,000 and up.
Preliminary market research indicates that of all houses
constructed to sell in this price range, approximately 3 percent
of the owners would install the air conditioning system if it
Were available at a price of $2,600. Market research estimates
that good economic conditions will result in the construction of
60,000 residences in this price range, but if economic conditions




There is, however, another factor bearing on the market for
air conditioning systems. This factor is the presence or absence
of competition. If the competitor does bring a*competitive model
onto the market, it is expected that the two competitors will
share the available market equally. If not, Pennwood could
expect to get the entire market.
8.3.1 The Design of the Expert System
The objective is to determine whether the investment on this
project should be made: This expert system is modelled by two
classes of objects, namely products and air-cond. Both of them
possess only one instance object.
i) Class Products
Class products is used to represent some general knowledge
which may be applied to any product of the company. This class
contains one datum and two methods.
Data: Fix-cost
This datum is used to store the fixed cost of the product





It is an attribute related to the conclusion drawn based on a
set of rules which are used to determine whether the
investment for the product is profitable. This attribute in
fact is the goal of the rule-driven expert system. The
recommendation will be given to the users at the end of the
consultation. The rules are:
If profit. fix cost
Then the investment is strongly approved
if profit. 0 and profit fix cost
Then the investment is approved with warning
if profit 0
Then the investment is disproved
b) Profit
This method is used to find the profit of a product. The
formula is as follows:




Air-cond represents knowledge specified for the air
condition system only and is a subclass of "products".
Therefore, it inherits all the knowledge of the class "products".
The values of the data may be input to the instance objects by a
knowledge engineer before consultation. If the values of the
data are undefined, a user will be asked to input the values




It is the price of the air conditioning system sold to
contractors.
b) no-of-house-owner
It is the estimated number of new house owners in the coming
year.
C) competitor-no
It is the estimated number of competitors in the coming year.
d) Market price






The variable-cost is determined by the result of the labour
negotiation. Rules is used to relate the variable-cost to
the result of the negotiation. The rules are:
if negotiation succeeds
Then the variable cost is 900
If negotiation fails
Then the variable cost is 1050
b) Sales
The sales is determined by the number of buyers and number of
competitors as follows:
Sales' number of buyers
number of competitors
where, number of buyers -number of house owners x demand
C)Demand
It is the percentage of the house owners who will install air
conditioning systems. This capability is modelled by an
external method written in Pascal. The required parameter is




The results for several consultations corresponding to the
expert system presented in section 8.3.1 are as follows:
Consultation 1
What is the value of CONTRACT-PRICE in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 1400
What is the value of NEGOTIATION in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input success
What is the value of NO-OF-HOUSE-OWNER in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 60000
What is the value of COMPETITOR-NO in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 0
What is the value of MARKET-PRICE in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 2600
What is the value of FIX-COST in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
inpit 400000
Conclusion:
The investment is strongly recommended
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Demand - 3%
Sales - 1800 Units
Profit - $500000
Consultation 2
What is the value of CONTRACT-PRICE in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 1400
What is the value of NEGOTIATION in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input fail
What is the value of NO-OF-HOUSE-OWNER in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 40000
What is the value of COMPETITOR-NO in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 2
What is the value of MARKET-PRICE in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 2600
What is the value of FIX-COST in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 400000
Conclusion :
Do not invest on the project
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Demand - 3s
Sales - 400 Units
Profit - -$260000 (loss)
Consultation 3
What is the value of CONTRACT-PRICE in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 1200
What is the value of NEGOTIATION in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input success
What is the value of NO-OF—HOUSE-OWNER in object
AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 45000
What is the value of COMPETITOR-NO in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 0
What is the value of MARKET-PRICE in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 2400
What is the value of FIX-COST in object AIR-CONDITION-SYSTEM
input 600000
Conclusion :







With the help of the expert system developed by means of
System FX-I, a user can get a recommendation on the investment by
answering a series of questions The user can compare the
expected results of the investment under different situations by
giving different answers to the questions in a sequence of
consultations. Through this problem, knowledge represented in an
abstracted form is demonstrated, since the knowledge in the class
products can be applied to any other products besides
air-cond. Moreover, an external method, demand implemented
by an external routine is shown. This feature is very useful and
provides a quick means to link existing routines to the expert
system. This routine for the demand model of the air
conditioning systems is well tested and has. been used for a long
time by the marketing department. Thus it is not cost effective
to rewrite it. for the purpose of embedding it into the knowledge




In this section. an expert system is used to demonstrate how
fuzzy concepts can be represented in the Object Oriented
Knowledge Representation (OOKR) and how information can be
deduced. from it.
8.4.1 The Design of the Expert System
The logical structure of the piece of knowledge model in OOKR
is shown in fig. 8-1.
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ROOT





If (age 25) and (status - full-time)
then card.flag - true (CF - {1.01.0})




If intelligence is clever then score Is high
(CF - around 0.8)
VERY (CF - {1.01.0})
VERY DELIGENT STUDENT (B)
Eye-sight - Poor (CF - around 0.7)
1(d) (CF - around 0.9)
John (J)
CF : Certainty Factor
(represented by
a fuzzy number)
T : Crisp Relation
VERY t A Fuzzy Relation
(represented by
a fuzzy number)
1(d) : Identity Function
Fig. 8-1 : A piece of knowledge represented in OOKR
Root is a system-provided class which contains all the system
methods and attributes. STUDENT (A) is a class to model the
set of students. It has three attributes. » namely, age, status
nd card_flag. Status is used to describe whether the student is
full-time or a part-time student. Card_flag is used to
indicate whether the student can apply a student travel card.
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Card_flag can be deduced from the rule defined in the same clasj
that if the student's age 25 and he is a full-time student thei
he can apply a student travel card with certainty {1.01.0}.
Diligent Student (B) is a class to model the set of
diligent students. It contains two attributes : intelligence and
score. Intelligence is a measure of the student's mental ability
and score is an estimation of the student academic result. Both
attributes are fuzzy. The score of a diligent student can be
deduced from the rule that if the student is clever then his
score is high with certainty around 0.8.
Very Diligent Student (B1) is a subclass of Diligent
Student. It is used to model the set of very diligent students.
It has one class variable, eye-sight, with a fuzzy value poor
and its certainty is around 0.7. The semantic meaning is that a
very diligent student usually has a poor eye-sight. This class
has one instance John (J) who is a very diligent student with
certainty around 0.9.
A fuzzy set is represented by a list which consists of two
lists. The first list contains domain values in ascending order.
The second list contains the corresponding degrees of membership.
For example, the fuzzy relation Rbb- between the classes
Diligent Student and. Very diligent Student, which models the
Add 1icat ions (Part I
modifier VERY, is represented by two lists as follows
Very - ((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.? 1.0)
(0.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0. 16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.91- 1.0)
It corresponds to a modifying concept represented in a













O O.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Universe of Discourse
Fig. 8-2 ; The Modifier VERY Represented in Diagram Form
With the above knowledge, some information can be deduced by
System FX-I. The results and the steps for the deductions are
shown in the next section.
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0.4.2 Results and Steps for Deduction
Let R be the notation of relation between classes. For
example, Rab is used to denote the relation between classes A and
B. Based on the knowledge defined in section 8-3, the following
information can be deduced :
1) Relation between class B' and class J
: 1(d) (given)
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.80.9 1.0))
Certainty, Fnl (a fuzzy number)
t H Q
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.0)!
2) Relation between class B and class B'
Rbb •
• VERY (given)
U JL w vlX lJL w • «7
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.5))
Certainty, Fn2
{1.01.0} (given)






4) Relation between class B and instance J
Rbj
transitive(Rb-j.Rbb- (see section 4.3.1)
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.0))
Certainty, Fn4
Fnl Fn2
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.5))






((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 ,0.5))
6) Similarity between class B' and instance J
Since RB•j = 1(d)
Similarity S(B'iJ) = 1
7) Similarity between class B and instance J
Since Rs•j = 1(d)
Similarity S(J!B) - S(JIB')
P(J!B') = sup f(d)
where, f(d) (by 4-5)
min_fn (1(d), VERY)
min fn(
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 .0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)),
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.0))
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
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(0.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.0))
Therefore, P(B'!J) - 1
N(JIB') - sup f' (d) (by 4-6)
where, f'(d)
- min_f n (1(d) PTTK7 )
- mln fn(
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)),
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.99 0.96 0.91 0.84 0.75 0.64 0.51 0.36 0.19 0.0))
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.51 0.36 0.19 0.0))
(approximately)
So N(JSB') 5=1 0.6 (approximately)
Therefore, similarity S(JIB') - 1 (by 4-7)
i.e. S(JIB) - 1
Note : The actual value of N(J!B') is at the intersection of
1(d) and VERY
So, N(JIB')
8) Eye-sight of John





((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)














































which can be interpreted as
approximate 0.6
9) Card_flag of John
Card_flag and its corresponding rule is defined in class A
Suppose John is a full-time student and with age =» 20. Since
the condition part of the rule is satisfied, card_flag of
John is true. Therefore, John can apply a student travel
card.
If both the certainties of status and age are {1.01.0} then
the certainty of card_flag
= min_Fn(U. 01.0}, {1.01.0}) {1.01.0} Fn5
- Fn5
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.5))
around 0.9
10) Score of John
Score and its corresponding rule is defined in class B
Suppose Clever is defined as :
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.0))
and High is defined as
((0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0))
Annl irti+innc (P +








































































































































































more or less high
Assume certainty of intellicrent
Then, certainty of Score



































































The implementation of this expert system illustrates how
fuzzy concepts can be modelled by classes and instance objects
with fuzzy relations based on the theories and assumptions
presented in chapter 4. In order to show how information is
obtained, the steps involved in the deductions are shown in
section 8.4.2. The steps illustrate how the relations between
classes are deduced and how an instance object inherits
properties from classes. It has been shown in this, expert system
that fuzzy knowledge can be represented in a natural way by
classes and instance objects and rules. Moreover, the
information deduced (based on the theories presented in chapter
4) from the knowledge base are quite reasonable.
It should also be noticed that when there is an uncertainty
in the relation between a class and an instance, the uncertainty
not only implies there are some doubts in the relation between
the class and the instance, but also implies there are some
doubts in the relation between the instance and its superclasses.
As in the above case, John is an element of Diligent Student
with certainty around 0.9, it also implies that there is an
Uncertainty in the membership relation 1 between the class
student and the instance John. There is also an inherit
Ambiguity in fuzzy inheritance for a class described by more than
a word. For example, if one says John is an instance of class
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"Intelligent Student" with certainty around 0.5, we could only
assume that the doubts are on both John being "intelligent" and
being a "student" unless the inheritance of the two implicit
attributes can be addressed separately.
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CHAPTER Q
Applications (Part II) : The Integration of Rule-based and
Procedural Methods to Solve Optimization Problems through
Expert-system Technology
Since the inception of linear programming in 1947,
mathematical programming, among other operations research
studies, has become a scientific discipline in the academic
community. Linear programming, nonlinear programming, integer
programming, geometric programming, and dynamic programming, to
name but a few examples, are formal models developed for the
purpose of resource allocation and management. Despite the
phenomenal growth and the good intentions behind their
developments, implementations of such models to solve practical
problems in business, production and national planning have been
relatively slow and rare (see for example Balinski and Lemarechal
1978). It appears that applications are lagging behind theories.
Academicians and analysts often feel that decisionmakers are
relatively not too receptive to their work which is pertinent to
the development of optimal strategies. On the other hand,
practitioners often find the formal models to be out-of-touch in
real-life planning. Most of the theoretical models have been
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regarded as too mechanical, too structured and more or less
impractical. They make no rooms for rule-based problem-solving
capabilities generally possessed by decisionmakers.
Managers of a plant for example may find it more reliable and
comfortable to do production and man-power scheduling by their
expertise which takes on the format of a set of IF-THEN rules.
There is, of course, no guarantee for optimality in the sense of
a formal model. They however produce desirable results in
practice. The comparative studies performed by Scriabin and
Bergin (1975) indicate that human experts could solve layout
planning problems significantly better than structured computer
T1rrirrrams
Since our decisionmaking environment is highly complex,
solving practical problems by procedural knowledge, e.g. a formal
mathematical model, might generally be too strict and
non-responsive. Solving them purely by rules might, on the other
hand, be too loose and unstructured. Solutions of complicated
problems usually requires procedural and rule-based knowledge.
The former allows us to be structured and logically strict. The
latter permits us to exercise our expertise, intuition, and
values. The intertwining of these two types, of knowledge in fact
serves us well in everyday problem-solving situations. Careful
execution of such an integral knowledge would prove to be
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instrumental to solving complicated problems. This is especially
important when our decisionmaking is carried out in a fuzzy
environment.
To account for uncertainty' due to imprecision, fuzzy
programming models have been constructed to solve single and
multi-objective optimization problems (Hellman 1970 Tanaka et
al. 1974 Zimmermann 1976, 1978 Zimmermann et al. 1984 Leung
1984, 1988B, 1988C). These are however algorithmic methods with
strictly structured solution procedures. The only difference
with conventional optimization models is that the fuzzy-set
models allow for imprecision in objectives, constraints, and
coefficients.
To enable decisionmakers to solve optimization problems in a
rule-based manner, Rinks (1982) formulates the optimization
process through a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. It is demonstrated
that the results approximate quite closely to that obtained by
the conventional algorithms. The approach nevertheless does not
allow procedural knowledge to be employed. In this chapter, the
design of an intelligent system which can help analysts and/or
decisionmakers to structure their problems and to solve them with




Conventionally, proposed solutions obtained through a
heuristic or programming model need to be evaluated or modified
manually by experts. Their modifications are then returned to
the computer to derive the next-round solutions. Facilities
location problems are typical examples (Krarup 1978). Such a
process is however an ineffective and inefficient use of experts'
knowledge and computer capabilities. To benefit from both the
algorithmic and rule-based methods, we attempt in this study to
employ expert-system technology to formulate a fully automated
system which can infer. interchangeably with procedures and rules
in various stages of a decisionmaking process. Most of the
existing expert systems or expert-system tools are rule-based in
structure (Buchanan 1984, Leung 1988A). They are not adequate in
handling procedural knowledge. The architecture of the expert
system shell, System FX-I, is however catered for both.
To facilitate the discussion, optimization of hierarchical
fuzzy objectives over a set of fuzzy constraints is employed to
demonstrate the capability of the system. In section 9.1 an
hierarchical approach for solving multi-objective fuzzy linear
optimization `problem is outlined. In section 9.2, the
implementation of the expert system is presented. Section 9.3
gives a brief discussion.
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9.1 Problems Involving Hierarchical Fuzzy Objectives
and Constraints
Decisionmaking within a complex system generally involves a
set of conflicting objectives. Conflicts among the objectives
are resolved through the search for a compromise solution. Due
to varying degrees of importance, objectives are optimized by
their order of priorities. Generally, a compromise solution is
reached by sacrificing to a certain extent lower order objectives
for the betterment of higher order objectives. Since the
objectives form a hierarchy, decisionmakers often consider the
objectives one at a time. The stepwise optimization procedure is
executed by first optimizing the most important objective. The
next most important objective is then optimized within a
tolerable trade-off specified for the optimal value of the
preceding objective. Likewise, the third most important
objective is optimized under the restrictions imposed by the
tolerable trade-offs of the previous optimal solutions. The
final solution is then the compromise solution which favors. the
higher order objectives. An algorithmic solution of such a
problem in a fuzzy environment is analyzed by Leung (1987B).
The procedure is outlined in brief as follows. Let the




where fx and gj represent, respectively, fuzzy objective
functions and constraints of the fuzzy greater than or equal to
type with tolerance intervals and [5,-6,]
9 is the n-dimensional zero vector.
Let the satisfaction functions of fi and gj be defined,
••
respectively, by the following membership functions
(9-2)
(9-3)
Assume that the fuzzy objectives can be ranked in a
descending order of priorities as
(9-4)
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with fi being the most important objective and fm the least
important objective.
To obtain a compromise solution which would be in favor of
more important objectives, sequential optimization of individual
objectives by their descending order of priorities should be
carried out. The satisfaction function is first optimized
subject to the fuzzy constraints A tolerable level of
deviation from the optimal value is then employed as a
restraint on the optimization of in the next step. By the
same token, is optimized subject to and the tolerable
levels of deviation from the optimal values fx and faw. The
process continues until fx m is optimized.
Therefore, given the multi-objective fuzzy linear
optimization problem defined by (9-l)-(9-4), we solve the problem
by the following steps.
Step 1. Obtain the optimal solution by solving









where s.t. stands for subject to.
Step 2. Based on the optimal value obtained in Step 1,
determine a trade-off coefficient which indicates the extent
to whi cl¬ ean be compromised in order to best achieve f2 by
maximizing That is can be treated as the tolerance
level for the permissible deviation from in the process of
optimizing f2.




withi being the maximal tolerable trade-off of fxw for f
For example, p x can be set in a ..way that the degree of
satisfaction of fx would always be greater than or equal to that
of fa.
Step 3. Based on x x and x obtained in the previous steps,
select trade-off coefficientsp x3 andp 23 to serve as restraints





with and being respectively the maximal permissible
trade-offs of fiw and f2w for f3w.
Step m. Applying the same method throughout the seguential
optimization procedure, the compromise solution in the mth step





with£ i being the maximal permissible trade-off of fi for fmw.
The procedural method discussed above is instrumental to
hierarchical programming but too strict for decisionmakers to
exercise their ordinarily imprecise judgements. Throughout the
process, we should at least accommodate for two types of
rule-based judgements. They are the judgement on the trade-off
coefficients and the judgement on the satisfaction about the
compromise solution. Therefore, we need to build a
knowledge-base consisting of these rules. The trade-off
coefficient i141 for example can be determined by a set of
IF-THEN rules in the knowledge base. Moreover, the manual
transfer of computer solutions and expert's judgements throughout
the iterative process should be made completely automated.
To simplify the discussion, let there be only two objectives
in the hierarchical programming problem. The structure of the
automated process can briefly be outlined in the following.
Let Xi be the optimal solution obtained by maximizing only
the first fuzzy objective subject to the set of fuzzy
constraints, i.e. problem (9-7). Let.x2w be the optimal solution
obtained by maximizing only the second objective subject to the
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same set of fuzzy constraints. The problem takes on the same
format in (9-7) with appropriate substitution of f± by fa. That
is, we are optimizing the objectives separately.'
To check for the necessity of trade-off specification, the
system could use the rule :
IF THEN the solution is (9-11)
optimal.
If this rule is fired, it means that there is no conflict
between the objectives. Specification of trade-off coefficient
is then not necessary. In case the rule cannot be fired, the
trade-off coefficient can be determined by rules such as the
following :
IF fx(x2w) is much smaller than fi(Xiw)
THEN set j3 a.2 = a 1.
(9-12)
IF fa.(x2w) is somewhat smaller than
THEN set
(9-13)




It should be noticed that
The larger the deviation of fi(x2) is to , the larger the
trade-off coefficient is employed for the optimization of fuzzy
objective 2.
The membership functions defining the fuzzy subsets in rules
in (9-12), (9-13), and (9-14) can take on the forms depicted ir
Fig. 9—1.
A little smaller than somewhat smaller than
Much smaller than
Fig. 9-1
For a given value of fi(xi) - fi(x2), we can decide on the
appropriate fuzzy subset to which it belongs by choosing the
maximal grade of membership. The corresponding rule is then
fired and the associated trade-off coefficient, p a.2, is obtained.
To derive the compromise solution, p i2 is then employed to solve
Ann 1 i r j + i nnc ( V- z»r + T T
the fuzzy linear programming problem in (9-8)
Let x be the compromise solution. For fuzzy objective 1,
its optimal value and degree of satisfaction are fi(xww) and A. xw
respectively. For fuzzy objective 2, they are respectively
fa(xww) and a 2. Once the compromise solution is obtained, we
should allow decisionmakers to evaluate whether or not it is a
satisfactory solution for both objectives. From doing this, we
are allowing for further adjustment of trade-offs.
For simplicity purpose, let there be only two fuzzy classes
••
of satisfaction. They are namely satisfactory (S) and not
satisfactory (NS) (Fig. 9-2). Then, we have four situations for














For situation (A), the following rule can be specified :
IF fi(xww) and fz(xww) are both satisfactory
THEN accept the solution (9-15)
For situations (B) and (C), they are governed respectively by
the following respective rules :
IF f a. (xw) is satisfactory
and f2(x,~) is not satisfactory
THEN set 0 x2 = 0 x2 — e and solve problem (9-8) ,
(9-16)
IF fx(xw) is not satisfactory
and f2(x) is satisfactory
THEN set 0 i2 = 0 x2 + e and solve- problem (9-19) ,
(9-17)
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where e is an appropriately selected value. The function of the
rules in (16) and (17) is to adjust the trade-off coefficient so
that a more satisfactory compromise solution can be derived in
accordance with decisionmakers' value judgement.
For situation (D), the system can handle it by the rule :
IF fi(xw) and f2(xww) are both not satisfactory
THEN reject the compromise solution or obtain the






This rule would necessitate a compulsory compromise solution
by treating both objectives with equal weights. The system would
fire it only if no satisfactory compromise solution could be
obtained through trade-offs.
Similar tactic can be employed to solve problems with more
than two objectives. The essential feature of the present system
is that algorithms and rules are used-interchangeably throughout
an optimization process such that value judgement can be embedded
in a formal model and vice versa.
Of course, the system can be made more intelligent by
designing rules which can assist decisionmakers who are not
experts in optimization to formulate an appropriate optimization
procedure through consultation. A simple illustration of this
mechanism is given in the example in section 9.2.
9.2 A Sample Expert System for Hierarchical Programming
In this section, general principles of constructing-an expert
system for programming problems with hierarchical fuzzy
objectives and constraints is first discussed. A simple example
is then employed to demonstrate how the system works.
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The structure of the expert system built by System FX-I for
solving hierarchical optimization problems in a fuzzy environment
described in section 9.1 is depicted in Fig. 9-4. It consists of
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Ficr. 9-4. Claaa hierarchy Diagram
'LP-class' is a class containing methods for linear
programming (e.g. Simplex method). An instance of this class is
used to represent a LP problem being solved by linear programming
methods as requested by other objects. The objective function.
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constraints and some other information necessary for a linear
program are stored as the instance variables. Their values are
set by other objects through its pre-defined (interface) methods.
Once an instance of 'LP-class' is activated, the linear program
defined in the instance will be solved automatically and the
result will be returned to the sender.
'Goal-class' is a class defining a set of fuzzy goals to be
optimized. Each instance within the class contains a set of
instance variables for storing a fuzzy objective function and
constraints. This class also has a method which converts the
fuzzy objective function and constraints to a non-fuzzy linear
program and then solves the program by invoking an instance
object 'L' in 'LP-class'.
'Arbitrator-class' is a subclass of 'Goal-class'. Its
capabilities and attributes are a superset of that of
'Goal-class'. An instance object of this class is used to
compromise different goals. Rules (9-12)-(9-17) are implemented
in this class. For the implementation of rules (9-12)-(9-14),
f1(x1') -f1(x2') is first normalized by dividing by a constant c1
which is stored as an instance variable in a goal instance. The





Thus rules (9-12)-(9-14) can be implemented as
IF fx-diff is much-smaller-than THEN (9-21)
IF fx-diff is somewhat-smal ler-than THEN (9-22)
IF fx-diff is a-1ittle-smaller-than THEN (9-23)
These rules belong to the type consisting of a fuzzy
condition and a crisp conclusion. In System FX-I, the
certainties of the conclusions drawn from this type of rules are
determined by the similarities between fx-diff and the fuzzy
terms 'much-smaller-than', 'somewhat-smaller-than', and
1a-1ittle-smaller-than' in rules (9-21), (9-22) and (9-23)
respectively. The conclusion with the greatest certainty will be
adopted.
Alternatively, rules (9-12)-(9-14) can be implemented by a single
rule as follows :
IF fi-diff is small THENp ' should be low (9-24)
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This rule belongs to the type consisting or a ruzzy conaiLion
and a fuzzy conclusion, since 'small' and 'low' are both fuzzy
concepts. Thus, the conclusion drawn from this rule is also a
fuzzy set. In the implementation, the trade-off coefficient, p
' .
is set to be the centre of gravity (c.g.) of the fuzzy set of p
The result obtained from using rule (9-24) however would be quite
sensitive to the definitions of small and low.
For rules (9-16) and (9-1/), a similar meLnoa is also auopLCu
for their implementations. The value of E can be any small real
number specified by the user.
When a problem solving session begins, an instance of
'arbitrator-class' will be activated to perform the following
steps:
i. Messages are broadcasted to goals (the instances of
'Goal-class') instructing them to optimize their respective
fuzzy objective functions independently..
ii. Messages are sent to the goals to get their solutions. With
the solutions, the trade-off coefficient p 12 is obtained by
applying rules (9-21)-(9-23) [(or rule (9-24)].
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iii.The objective functions and constraints of the goals are
obtained by sending messages to the goals. A group of LP
equations similar to that of (9-8) is set and then solved by
invoking 'L'of'LP-class'
iv. After the solution is obtained, one of the following actions
will be taken according to the conclusion of rules
(9-15)-(9-18):
(a) Accept the solution.
(b) Refine p 3 and repeat steps (i i) to (iv) or
(c) Terminate the process with no compromised solution.
The final compromise solution depends very much on the fuzzy
concepts in the conditions adopted by an arbitrator for rule
deductions. These concepts include 'small', 'much-smaller-than',
'somewhat-smaller-than', 'a-little-smaller-than', 'low',
'satisfactory' and 'not-satisfactory'. They are modelled by
fuzzy sets and stored as instance variables in an arbitrator.
Therefore, the properties of an arbitrator which reflects the way
to make a compromise can be modified easily by refining the
values of these fuzzy sets.
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The values of the instance variables (i.e. coefficients of
the objective function and constraints) in a goal may be set by a
knowledge engineer. However, for practical purposes, the values
are usually acquired from end-users during consultations. To
make the system more intelligent, a knowledge engineer has to
define methods and/or objects to extract information from users
through interrogations. The system can then convert the
information to the internal representations of a LP problem.
Besides obtaining coefficients for goals, interrogations can
also be used to obtain information for the arbitrator objects if
a knowledge engineer wishes to give the users the freedom to
modify the behaviours of the arbitrators. The information, for
example, includes the trade-off coefficients and the values of
the fuzzy sets.
The expert system described above can solve linear
optimization problems with hierarchical fuzzy goals and fuzzy
constraints. In order to illustrate the functions of the expert
system, a simple two-objective fuzzy linear programming proble





with the priority ordering being
where fx and f2 are objective functions and g is a
constraint.
The goals in the above system are modelled by two instance
objects G1 and G2 of the class 'Goal-class'. The coefficients of
the objective functions and constraints are stored as instance
variables in the two objects. Four arbitrators. Ax, A2, A3 and
A, with slight variations are used to demonstrate the effects on
the final compromise solutions for different fuzzy concepts and
methodologies adopted.
When G1 and G2 are activated, their fuzzy goals and
constraints are converted into a non-fuzzy LP problem as
follows :





After their objective functions are optimized individually,












the fuzzy set representing the difference is(0 0000000 C
1.0 0)
For arbitrators Ax to A3 , rule (9-24) is . used to set the
initial trade-off coefficient p . However, the fuzzy sets for the
terms in the rules are set differently for comparison. For
arbitrator A4, the fuzzy sets are the same as that of Ax , but the
initial p is set by rules (9-21)-(9-23). The results for the four
arbitrators are shown separately as follows :
(si and s2 are the fuzzy sets representing the normalized
difference between the ideal solution and the compromise solutior
for goal 1 and 2 respectively)
i. For arbitrator Ax
small= (1.000 1.000 0.948 0.921 0.S94 0.837 0.775 0.656 0.543 0.387
0.000)
low = (1.000 1.000 0.900 0.850 0.800 0.700 0.600 0.430 0.300 0.150 0.000)
satisfactory = (1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.400
0.200 0.000)
not-satisfactory = (0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000)
By rule (9-24), the initial value ofp is set to 0.777. The
results for all the iterations are shown in table 9-2.















ii. For arbitrator A2
small= (1.000 1.000 0.900 0.850 0.300 0.700 0.600 0.430 0.300 0.150
0.000)
low = (1.000 1.000 0.900 0.850 0.800 0.700 0.600 0.430 0.300 0.150 0.000)
satisfactory = (1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.300 0.600 0.400
0.200 0.000)
not-satisfactory = (0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000)
By rule (9-24), the initial value ofp is set 0.777. The






















x e.g. of s: e.g. of s!
Table 9-3
iii.For arbitrator A3
smal1= (1.000 1.000 0.948 0.921 0.394 0.837 0.775 0.656 0.548 0.387
0.000)
low = (1.000 1.000 0.900 0.850 0.800 0.700 0.600, 0.430 0.300 0.150 0.000)
satisfactory = (1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.700 0.360 0.200
0.100 0.000)
not-satisfactory = (0.000 0.100 0.200 0.360 0.700 0.900 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000)
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By rule (9-24), the initial value ofp is set to 0.777. The






































smal1= 1,000 1,000 0,948 0.921 0.894 0.837 0.775 0.656 0.548 0.387
0.000)
low = 1.000 1,000 0.900 0.850 0,800 0,700 0.600 0.430 0.300 0.150 0.000)
satisfactory = 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.400
0.200 0.000)
not-satisfactory = 0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000)
The values of ai, a2 and a 3 are 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 in rules
(9-21)-(9-23) respectively. According to these three rules,
the initial value ofp is set to 0.8. The results for all the
























It should be noticed that all the fuzzy sets in this example are
represented as finite dimensional vectors. Fuzzy sets defined by
continuous membership functions can also be employed. The
results obtained can be made finer while the computation time
will be increased.
9.3 Discussion
Automation of fuzzy optimization problems with procedural and
rule-based knowledge has been discussed in this. chapter. It
appears that expert systems which can help decision makers to
formulate problems and to select appropriate procedural and
rule-based methods would be pertinent to real-life planning.
Since procedural and rule-based knowledge can be used
interchangeably throughout the process, human intuition and
judgement would not be sacrificed in decisionmaking. The ability
to handle both fuzzy and non-fuzzy information and rules further
increases the flexibility of system. Expert systems thus built
will be made more intelligent so that it can help decisionmakers
to formulate a large variety of optimization problems with





In this research, an integrative fuzzy expert system shell
based on object oriented approach has been designed and
implemented. The object oriented knowledge representation (OOKR)
provides a structured scheme to represent knowledge. Rules and
procedures are represented by methods. They can be freely mixed
in building an expert system. In addition, fuzzy concept is
introduced into the OOKR to model inexact and imprecision
information in the real world.
In order to model the fuzzy relations between classes, the
concept of inclusion denoted by a fuzzy set has been defined.
With this relation, the concept of a fuzzy subclass can be
determined from that of its fuzzy superclass. The concept of
fuzzy degree of membership has also been defined to model the
fuzzy relationship between a class and an instance. In section
4.1.2.3, it has been proved that the mathematical interpretations
of these two relations can be treated as the same. Thus the same
set of inheritance rules can be applied to the relations between
two classes and between a class and an instance. It is assumed
that the extent of behaviour of a class or an instance inherited
from its superclass is proportional to the similarity between the
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two classes or the class and the instance.
The fuzzy information retrieval module, which acts as an
interface between the database management system and the expert
system shell is also a powerful facility in System FX-I. It not
only supplies data to System FX-I in a consultation, but also
provides a fuzzy database queries language to System FX-I for
selecting alternatives from a database. The fuzzy logic based
approach used in this module is superior to the traditional
multicriteria decision methods in terms of its flexibility in
manipulating the logic relationship between the criteria.
However, like utility functions, fuzzy sets representing the
criteria are subjective and must be formulated with great care.
In some cases, the degrees of membership can only be used for
comparison purpose and not to be interpreted directly. The fuzzy
query language defined and used in the system can also be used
independently as a fuzzy enquiry tool in database applications.
The special features of this expert system shell can be
summarized as follows:
i) Knowledge- can be represented by a mixture of rules,




ii) Knowledge can be represented in both an active form
(methods) and a passive form (data).
iii) Knowledge representation is structured. Thus modularity and
encapsulation can be achieved by using an object oriented
approach.
iv) Inheritance properties exist between classes and subclasses.
Thus knowledge can be represented in an abstract form.
Inheritance of fuzzy classes can also be handled.
v) Related rules can be grouped in a class which is independent
of the other classes. Thus, manageability, understandability
and maintainability are greatly enhanced.
vi) Data required during consultation can be supported by a
database. Therefore, the amount of interactive input can be
minimized.
vii) Fuzzy concepts in frame, rule, attribute and certainty are
supported.
viii)Methods can be defined by using any other languages




Several expert systems have been implemented by using this
expert system shell. These problems are modelled with a mixture
of rules and procedures in an abstracted form. In Chapter 9, the
application of the shell for the automation of fuzzy optimization
problems with procedural and rule-based knowledge is highlighted.
It appears that expert systems which can help decisionmakers to
formulate problems and to select appropriate procedural and
rule-based methods would be pertinent to real-life planning. By
using this system, knowledge engineers can model problems in a
natural and effective way which is similar to their method of
thinking.
To conclude, this research project has achieved the original
goal of developing a powerful general problem solver building
tool by the integration of conventional expert, procedural and
database systems in a fuzzy real world environment. It is hoped




Sample Database Used in Chapter 5































































Fuzzy Concepts, Operators and Relations Used
A fuzzy number is a real-number fuzzy set that is both convex
and normal. The following is the definition of a convex fuzzy
set F :
where R is the set of real numbers, and x, y, and n are real
numbers. A fuzzy set is normal if and only if the highest value
of the degree of membership equals 1.0.
In System FX-I, fuzzy numbers are implemented as vectors of
eleven numbers. The membership values between two numbers in a
vector is determined by interpolation.
The following are some primitive fuzzy set operators used :
Let A, B and C are fuzzy sets
intersection : if C = A AND B, then






x,y and z real numbers
taking the maximum
taking the minimum
The similarity M between two fuzzy sets Fi and F2 is
calculated by the following algorithm : (Cayrol,1982; Leung,1988)
IF N(Fx j Fz) 0.5
THEN M = P(Fi!F2)




where n is the membership distribution function
w is the element in the universe of discourse of the above
fuzzy sets
~Fi is the complement of Fx
The following is the R«a method adopted for creating fuzzy




the universe of discourse of F1 and F2
respectively
the elements of a fuzzy set
intersection of two fuzzy relations
complement of a fuzzy set
membership function
cartesian product of two fuzzy sets
ADDendix II
The formula for the fuzzy composition used in this thesis is
given as follows : (Fukami, 1980)
composition : C = F o R
where u. (x) is a membership function
w and x are the elements in the universe of discourse
C is the fuzzy set computed by applying the composi¬
tion on a
fuzzy set F and a fuzzy relation R.
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